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ABEJA

Walla Walla
Abeja.net

Washington
The name Abeja comes from the lyrical Spanish language. We chose this
name for its simple beauty and as a reminder of times past, when farming
implied a respect for the environment and a close connection to the earth. It
is our belief that each day we can make a difference in the quality of our
care for the land, and that no matter how small, any difference we make is
worthwhile. We create our wines and receive our guests according to this
same philosophy.
2013 Chardonnay, Washington State
715208
● 91 Points, Wine Spectator (Nov 2015)
● 91 Points, Wine Advocate (Jun 2015)
● 91 Points, “Editors’ Choice”, Wine Enthusiast (Sep 2015)
“A blend of top sites Celilo and Conner Lee, this appealing wine displays
aromas of candy corn, corn silk and chamomile. The stone-fruit flavors are
elegantly styled, showing a sense of restraint and balance that carries
through the lingering finish”.
2012 Merlot, Columbia Valley
741612
● 92 Points, Vinous (Dec 2014)
“Full, bright red. Expressive aromas of redcurrant, tobacco, mocha, milk
chocolate, graphite and cedary oak are lifted by notes of rose petal and
fresh herbs; not at all black fruit in character in spite of the high alcohol.
Supple, juicy and savory, showing lovely inner-mouth floral lift to the cherry
and redcurrant fruit. This very sophisticated Merlot boasts a felicitous
combination of vinosity and sweetness. The long finish features ripe, noble
tannins”. - ST
2012 Cabernet Sauvignon, Columbia Valley
715207
● 91 Points, Wine Advocate (Jun 2015)
● 91 Points, Wine Spectator (Oct 2015)
● 92 Points, Vinous (Nov 2015)
● 93 Points, “Editor’s Choice”, Wine Enthusiast (Sep 2015)
“This wine is pulled from vineyards across the Columbia Valley, including
Heather Hill, Bacchus, Dionysus, Ciel du Cheval and Destiny Ridge. A
nuanced wine, it shows winemaker John Abbott in top form with its rich,
layered fruit flavors, dazzling sense of texture and lengthy finish. It’s drinking
beautifully but promises to have a long life in front of it in the cellar”. – SS
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ACCADEMIA DEGLI ACQUAVITAI

Italy

The Accademia degli Acquavitai (Academy of spirit distillers) was a prestigious
trade school in Venice that between 1600 and 1800 used to teach the craft of
distillation. With this brand name Distilleria Bottega revives a four-centurylong tradition. The same historical background supports the Accademia dei
Vinattieri brand (Academy of wine makers), boasting a selection of fine quality
wines.
Veneto
Accademiaacquavitai.it

2014/2015 Pinot Grigio (6x750ml)
771889
A vibrant Pinot Grigio with fresh honeydew melon, poached pears and candied
fruit on the nose. Round on the palate with mild mineral notes that finish
with balanced acidity to offset the abundant white fruit flavours.

SPARKLING WINES
NV Moscato Spumante (6x750ml)
755771
This sparkling wine made with Moscato grapes is straw yellow in colour with
a fine perlage. This sparkling wine is fragrant, delicate, markedly sweet with
a hint of rose petal.
NV Prosecco DOC Spumante (6x750ml)
755775
Pale straw yellow in colour with a brilliant, fine perlage that tickles the
palate. Fruity, scents of Acacia flowers, apple, white peach and citrus fruits.
NV Rosé Spumante (6x750ml)
759679
Aromas of peach blossom and berries, mainly raspberries and currants. Dry,
fresh, fragrant and lively with intense flowery touches and pleasant
persistent aftertaste.
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ANDERS-LANE ARTISAN WINES

California

2014 Ceviche Sauvignon Blanc
749993
This crisp, floral Sauvignon Blanc is accented with lemon, tangerine and
melon notes balanced by soft herbal flavours, which linger on the finish. It is
an ideal companion to seafood, including the lime-marinated raw fish that
inspired our brand name.
Central Coast
Anders-lane.com

California
Mandolinwines.com

Mandolin is a collaboration between veteran winemaker Philip Zorn and
long-time wine executive Brent Shortridge. Bringing together their previously
established relationships with winegrowers in California's Monterey County,
Zorn and Shortridge have created wines that stand out for their balance,
finesse and distinct varietal character, as well as their sense of place.
Mandolin wines are internationally recognized as outstanding values.
2012 Syrah, Central Coast
758017
● 85 Points, “Best Buy”, Wine Enthusiast (Nov 2014)
“Chopped herbs, licorice and a bit of smoke lead the nose on this affordable
wine. Its’ thinner on the palate, with more licorice that spices up the red fruit
flavors. The finish shows some tannic grip”. – MK
2013 Cabernet Sauvignon, Central Coast
659268
Mandolin Cabernet Sauvignon has rich layers of currant and cherry fruit,
framed by nicely integrated oak. The grapes for this Cabernet Sauvignon were
sourced from vineyards in the Central Coast AVA (Hames Valley), where high
winds, dry days, and ocean fogs create a cool, but very long, growing season.
These growing conditions are ideal for grapes such as Cabernet Sauvignon,
and lead to full, forward fruit flavors and ideal acidity. Grapes were
harvested at an ideal balance of sugar and acid, and the wine was fermented
in stainless steel. The wine completed malo-lactic fermentation in French
oak barrels, where it aged for 16 months prior to bottling.
2013 Pinot Noir, Monterey Coast
733365
With its maritime influence, California's Monterey region has an extended
growing season that yields wines with full flavor development and great
acid balance. Mandolin Pinot Noir is a rich wine that features bright cherry and
raspberry fruit with hints of spice, leather and cedar.
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ANDERS-LANE ARTISAN WINES (cont.)

Napa Valley
Waterstonewines.com

A collaboration between winemaker Philip Zorn and Brent Shortridge,
Waterstone Winery was founded in 2000 when they discovered a shared
interest in creating luxury wines at affordable prices. By sourcing grapes from
Napa Valley’s climactic zones that best suit their development, Waterstone
produces balanced wines that are earnest expressions of both the grape and
the land from which it comes.
2014 Chardonnay, Carneros
717633
This Chardonnay features bright, concentrated citrus, pear, green apple and
nectarine fruit, with nicely balanced oak adding richness to the palate. The
wine lingers on the palate, and has the structure and acidity to provide for
good longevity.
2012 Merlot, Napa Valley
717634
● 90 Points, James Suckling (Jul 2015)
“A soft and juicy red with blueberry and chocolate character. Full and silky.
Delicious now”. – JS
2012 Pinot Noir, Carneros
717635
● 90 Points, James Suckling (Jul 2015)
“A bright and delicate pinot with plum and dried berry. Medium body, fresh
finish”.
2013 Cabernet Sauvignon, Napa Valley
717632
● 92 Points, James Suckling (Jan 2016)
“Subtle aromas of blueberry, blackberry and bramble berry follow through
to full body, fine tannins and a fresh finish. Chewy and lively on the finish.
Shows the tension of the great 2013 vintage in Napa Valley. Why wait?” – JS

On Order 2013 Study in Blue, Napa Valley

747924

2012 Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon (6x750ml)
724671
With its Bordeaux-like presence, this wine is deep, rich, and lingering. Firm,
integrated tannins frame the dense, concentrated, dark fruit (currant, black
cherry, wild berry, plum.) Nicely integrated oak adds to the wine’ s great
complexity and long finish.
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ANDREW RICH WINES
Willamette Valley
Andrewrichwines.com

Oregon

Named one of Wine & Spirits magazine's top 100 wineries of 2009, Andrew Rich
Wines has been crafting distinctive wines in Oregon's Willamette Valley
since 1995. Andrew Rich produces wine in the state-of-the-art Carlton
Winemakers Studio, the nation's first "green" cooperative winemaking
facility. The studio, which is a partnership between Eric Hamacher, his wife,
Luisa Ponzi of Ponzi Vineyards, and Ned and Kirsten Lumpkin of Lumpkin
Construction in Seattle and Lazy River Vineyard in Yamhill, promises to be an
archetype for Oregon's wine industry.

TABULA RASA by ANDREW RICH WINES
2014 Tabula Rasa Rosé
757132
This is a Grenache/Mourvèdre rosé not unlike those from Provence or the
southern Rhône valley. It is medium-bodied, with the weight of a ripe wine
along with very good acidity to balance the fruit. It is bone dry. I'd say the
color is a classic south of France rosé: neither the salmon pink of some
pinot rosés nor the pale red of a Cabernet blush.
2011 Tabula Rasa Red (Syrah)
742104
Vineyards: Ciel du Cheval, Klipsun, Alder Ridge, Red Willow, Hyatt
Aging: 18 months in neutral French oak
In 2011, Syrah once again dominates the blend (79%), with the balance
comprising Mourvèdre and Grenache. The result is a soft and delicious
Côtes-du- Rhône wannabe that’s perfect with pasta, pizza, stews, and just
about anything hot off the grill.
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ANDREW RICH WINES (cont.)

Oregon

ANDREW RICH WINES
Willamette Valley
Andrewrichwines.com

2013 Prelude Pinot Noir
742102
● 88 Points, Vinous (Aug 2015)
“Vivid red. Zesty redcurrant and cherry pit aromas and flavors, with a peppery
nuance building as the wine opens in the glass. Tangy and focused on the
palate, but showing a slightly clenched quality, with dusty tannins adding
grip to the nervy finish”.
2010 Malbec, Columbia Valley
764822
● 89 Points, Vinous (Nov 2013)
“Bright ruby-red. Blueberry, cassis, licorice and a whiff of meat on the nose;
less forthcoming than the 2010 merlot. Then rich, broad, pure and
concentrated, with good density leavened by adequate harmonious acidity.
Nice restraint to the blackberry and licorice flavors. Sweet, tightly wound
Malbec with slight edgy acidity calling for a year or two or patience”. – ST
2010/2012 Syrah Prometheus
742103
● 89 Points, Vinous (Nov/Dec 2013) (2010 vintage)
“Deep bright ruby. Blueberry, licorice, garrigue and tropical chocolate on the
nose. Youthful and powerful; as dense and primary as a barrel sample.
Strong acidity gives the dark berry flavors a juicy quality. Finishes slightly
tart, with strong tannins dusting the front teeth. Very young and a bit
unformed today but has 90+ potential”. – ST
2012 Coup d’Etat, Columbia Valley
● 90+ Points, Vinous (Dec 2014)
“Bright full red. The very ripe nose shows a darker fruit character than the
2011, along with a chocolate liqueur note and a whiff of menthol. Fatter,
deeper and broader than the 2011 but manages to retain a sound acid spine
that accentuates the wine’s lovely inner-mouth perfume. A bit denser and
larger-scaled than the 2011 version and in need of time. Not quite as aromatic
today but has plenty of energy and tannic clout”. – ST
2012 Verbatim Pinot Noir
750044
● 92 Points, Wine Advocate (Mar 2015)
“The 2012 Pinot Noir Verbatim, which spends 15 months in barrel (30% new), has a
well-defined, open and bright bouquet with red cherries and wild strawberry
scents. The palate is well structured with vibrant dark berry fruit with a
subtle saline edge. This is nicely reserved but does not shortchange on fruit,
fanning out gently on the finish and revealing unexpected persistence.
Excellent”. – NM
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AR LENOBLE CHAMPAGNE

Champagne
Champagne-arlenoble.com

France

Maison AR Lenoble is one of the rare Champagne Houses that is still
entirely independent and family-run, today headed by Anne and Antoine
Malassagne, the great grandchildren of the founder. Of the 320 villages
that make up Champagne, only 17 are classified as Grand Cru and 44 Premier
Cru. It is precisely on this land of exceptional quality that the 18 hectares of
Maison AR Lenoble vines are planted, most of them in Chouilly, one of the 6
Grand Cru villages on the famous Cotes des Blancs. These unique grapes
go to make rare wines of great finesse with their dosage reduced to the
minimum to release their naturally fresh, elegant qualities.
NV Brut Intense (6x750ml)
731629
● 91 Points, Wine Spectator (Nov 2015)
● 91 Points, Vinous (Jan 2015)
“(40% Chardonnay, 30% Pinot Noir and 30% Pinot Meunier; L 13 04209 25 10): Pale
gold. Fresh pear, tangerine and buttered toast on the mineral-accented
nose. Fleshy but focused on the palate, offering juicy citrus and orchard
fruit flavors, plus a hint of white pepper that adds back-end lift and cut”.
NV Brut Nature Dosage Zero (6x750ml)
760095
● 91 Points, Wine Spectator (Nov 2015)
● 91 Points, Vinous (Jan 2015)
“(40% Chardonnay, 30% Pinot Noir and 30% Pinot Meunier; L 13 04209 12 10): Pale
yellow-gold. Nervy, mineral-laced aromas of candied citrus fruits, nectarine
and white flowers, with a zesty gingery overtone. Dry and sharply focused,
offering vibrant Meyer lemon and pear flavors with subtle iodine and anise
notes that gain power with air. Finishes clean, incisive and long, with the
mineral and floral notes echoing”.
NV Rosé Terroirs Chouilly-Bisseuill (6x750ml)
● 92 Points, Wine Spectator (Nov 2015)
● 92 Points, Vinous (Jan 2015)

760096

2008 Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs (6x750ml)
731631
● 93 Points, Wine Enthusiast, “Editors’ Choice”, (Dec 2015)
“This is a fine wine from a great vintage. Still young, it is already showing
great swathes of apple and tight citrus fruit cut with lemon zest. It has a
crisp character, packed with acidity that will soften while always there.
Drink this wine from 2018”.

760097
New Release – 2009 Gentilhomme Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs (3x750ml)
ETA Mid October 2016 ● 93 Points, Wine Spectator (Sep 2016)
“Well-spiced and creamy, with a mouthwatering mix of baked pineapple,
apple blossom, black cherry and mandarin orange peel. Fine and balanced”.
New Arrival – NV Les Aventures Blanc de Blancs (3x750ml)
784929
ETA Mid October 2016 ● 92 Points, Wine Spectator (Oct 2015)
“A harmonious Champagne, showing a fine interplay between the ripe white
peach, Gala apple and baked pineapple fruit notes, accented by savory hints
of salted nut, biscuit and smoke. Lacy in texture, with a tightly knit, citrusy
finish. Drink now through 2020”. – AN
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ARTESANA WINERY

Uruguay

Artesana wines are handcrafted by award-winning Uruguayan winemakers
Analía Lazaneo and Valentina Gatti. Wines are made in small lots
fermented separately, carefully aged in the highest quality French and
American oak, custom-blended, and bottled without fining or filtration.

Canelones
Artesanawinery.com

THE WINE ENTHUSIAST’s Wine Lovers Guide to South America– Oct 2014
“Within the wine world, Uruguay is more of a novelty than a major player.
Nevertheless, this tiny country’s Tannats and Albarinos have emerged as
potential game changers.” – Michael Schachner, “South America’s Rising
Stars”

2013 Tannat Merlot Zinfandel
775624
Dave Mcintyre, Washington Post
“Artesana’s Tannat-Merlot-Zinfandel is probably the best wine I’ve tasted
from Uruguay”. ★★ 1/2 (Excellent +)
Rich and full-bodied delivering opulent black and red fruit, cedar and spice
and a generous, round finish. Pairs beautifully with pasta and meat dishes
including sausage, beef, lamb and pork.
2013 Tannat
767658
RECOMMENDED URUGUAYAN WINES, THE WINE ENTHUSIAST
#5 – Artesana Tannat (Canelones)
“Dark, extracted and full in body and flavors. The wine is just right for pairing
with grilled, grass-fed Uruguayan beef”.
Smooth and well-rounded, the rich palate of this Tannat bottling is layered
with black fruit, cedar and spice, seamlessly nuanced in a generous, bold
finish.
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BIRICHINO

BIRICHINO
WINES • SANTA CRUZ
Santa Cruz
Birichino.com

California
Based in Santa Cruz, and drawing on a combined 35 years making and selling
wine at Bonny Doon , Birichino co-founders Alex Krause and John Locke are
focused on attaining the perfect balance of perfume, poise, and puckishness
with a particular fondness for varieties that provide enormous pleasure and
re-establish a direct connection to the sensual world.
2014 Malvasia Bianca, Monterey
880302
Where the 2013 showcased the vintage's broad, lush tropical bounty much
like a comestible form of Carmen Miranda, the 2014 is a more narrowly
focused laser beam of those same lychee, jasmine, honeysuckle aromatics,
shifted a bit towards the lime citrus end of the spectrum, with piercing
depth, length, and precision. For the first time, in 2014, a small percentage of
Muscat Canelli planted in an adjacent block in the same shale, granite and
clay soils contributes its nuanced nectarine and orange blossom aromas to
the bottling.
2015 Pétulant Naturel of Malvasia Bianca
769937
Forecast: cloudy with a chance of amazeballs. Yes, it's supposed to be
cloudy. Pétulant naturel is Birichino's querulous answer as to how to
produce a complex and delicious lightly "pétulant" wine using traditional lofi methods that don't require luxury-group funded production equipment nor
marketing fluff.
2015 Vin Gris
171959
A bone dry blend of Grenache 62%, Mourvèdre 23%, Cinsault 9%, Rolle 6%.
2013 Grenache, Besson Vineyard Old Vines
017202
● 92 Points, Vinous (Jun 2015)
“Brilliant red with a bright rim. Spice- and mineral- accented raspberry and
cherry scents show very good clarity and a sexy floral topnote. Silky, sweet
and concentrated, offering juicy red fruit and lavender flavors and a zesty
kick of white pepper that builds on the back half. Plays power off of
litheness deftly and finishes long and sappy, with fully integrated tannins
and resonating spiciness. Fans of the elegant school of southern Rhône red
wines should check this one out”. – JR
2012 Pinot Noir, Saint Georges Central Coast
751604
● 92 Points, Decanter Magazine (Sep 2014)
“Grapes sourced close to Santa Cruz Mountains. A small part is wholecluster fermented with juice from the other grapes poured on top.
Raspberry and cranberry aromas with spice. Pretty palate with delicate red
fruit and a nice purity; medium weight with peppery finish. Top-value Pinot.
Drink 2014-2016”.
2013 Zinfandel, Saint Georges Old Vines
● 90 Points, “Editors’ Choice”, Wine Enthusiast (May 2015)
● 91 Points, Vinous (Jun 2015)

767427

2012 Pinot Noir, Lilo Vineyard (6x750ml)
● 91 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Apr 2015)

759177
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BODEGA VOLCANES DE CHILE

Volcanesdechile.com

Chile

Over millions of years the fury of Chile’s volcanoes has created valleys
with exceptional soils that are ideal for agriculture. These forces of nature
have formed rare and remarkable terrors suitable for growing vines with a
distinctive volcanic origin. The unique added value of Chile’s geography was
the inspiration for Bodega Volcanes de Chile. Our mission is to create wines
that are singularized by the quality of the grapes grown on these volcanic
soils.

2014 Reserva Cabernet Sauvignon
781666
Reserva Cabernet Sauvignon shows the living force in its tannins which
reflect its origins in volcanic soil strata. Bright ruby-red in color, with fresh
and expressive aromas of red and black fruits, spices, with hints of smoke
and tobacco, which captures the palate with power and finesse; mediumbodied, a smooth texture enveloped in candied fruits, notes of toast,
menthol and spices.

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

2015 Reserva Sauvignon Blanc
781665
A Sauvignon Blanc which is vibrant on the palate, made from grapes which
fully express the most extreme land. Notes of lime, grapefruit, lemon peel,
white flowers and minerality on nose, with hints of white pepper and herbs.

2014 Reserva Carménère
781667
Reserva Carménère reveals the typicity and elegance of it origins. A deep
violet-red colour with intense aromas of red and black fruit, bitter
chocolate, notes of herbs, toast, tobacco and olives. A fresh and broad
mouth; nice palate with gentle and mature tannins, plus its typical black
pepper and spicy character.
2013 Tectonia Sauvignon Blanc (6x750ml)
781668
● 91 Points, James Suckling
Tectonia Sauvignon Blanc faithfully expresses the active principles of
nature. This wine is bright greenish-yellow in colour. An enigmatic, austere
and serious wine at the beginning. Herbal notes of nettles and green pepper
are in perfect harmony with a touch of lime and pink grapefruit.
2012 Tectonia Red Blend (6x750ml)
781669
The nose reveals deep aromas of wild flowers, spices like oregano and
cinnamon, fresh red and black fruit, such as black cherry, raspberry and
strawberry. There are also notes of smoke, tobacco and minerals. This is a
wine with personality, weight, body and structure, featuring rich, velvety
tannins.
2013 Parinacota (6x750ml)
781670
● 91 Points, James Suckling
Expressive aromas of wild red and dark fruits, such as blueberries, raspberries
and plum, rhubarb, violets, hints of licorice, black tea, nutmeg, cedar and
black olives. This is a wine with character, weight, body and structure, with
significant tannins, reminiscent of mountain tannins. The tannins are fresh,
energetic, reactive and elegant, the result of good barrel ageing.
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BODEGAS ARDAL

Spain

Founded in 1777, this bodega is part of the small grouping of producers that
managed to authenticate the Ribera del Duero DO in 1982, today one of the
best appellations of the country.
Ribera Del Duero
Balbas.es

2013 Ardal Crianza (6x750ml)
769624
80% Tempranillo, 20% Cabernet Sauvignon
14 months in American & French oak; 12 months in bottle before release
Grapes from vineyards with an average age of 45 years old which provide
power and ripeness. Black fruit aromas such as blackberry, plum and
currant. Pleasant toasty and chocolate aromas with a long finish.

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

2014 Ardal Tradicion
769625
80% Tempranillo, 20% Cabernet Sauvignon
6 months in American & French oak; 5 months in bottle before release
Grapes from vineyards with an average age of 25 years old which provide
freshness and youthfulness to the wines.
Red fruit aromas such as
strawberry, raspberry and cherry. Pleasant vanilla aromas with a nice and
smooth finish.

Allocated 2010 Ardal Reserva (6x750ml)
769623
80% Tempranillo, 20% Cabernet Sauvignon
24 months in French oak; 24 months in bottle before release
● 94 Points, Wine Spectator (Sep 2015)
“This brawny red shows a thick texture, supported by muscular tannins. A bit
chewy but with impressive concentration. The savory character offers tar,
smoke, sanguine and mineral flavors, with a core of plum and floral that
emerges on the finish. Powerful, but remains balanced. Best from 2018
through 2030. 1,500 cases made”. – TM
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BODEGAS BALBAS

Spain

Bodegas Balbas was founded in 1777. Today, a tradition over 200 years old
backs six generations of a family dedicated to the noble task of producing
great wines of Ribera del Duero.

FAMILY WINES SINCE 1777
Ribera Del Duero
Balbas.es

2015 Balbas Verdejo
781512
On the nose is an explosion of tropical fruits like guava, banana, pineapple
and mango with a long and creamy finish.

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

2014 Balbas Barrica
769629
100% Tempranillo, 5 months in American & French oak
Deep red colour. Intense aromas of fresh fruit, raspberries, strawberries,
blackberries acquired after 5 months in oak barrels. This is a fresh wine,
pleasant and well balanced.
2013 Balbas Crianza (6x750ml)
769628
90% Tempranillo, 10% Cabernet Sauvignon
18 months in French oak; 12 months in bottle before release
Very bright cherry colour. Toast aromas from the oak come through as well
as green pepper. Well balanced with smooth tannins.
2011 Balbas Reserva (6x750ml)
769627
90% Tempranillo, 10% Cabernet Sauvignon
24 months in French oak; 18 months in bottle before release
Powerful aromas of black pepper, toast and chocolate. A very complex
wine on the nose and very rich in aromas. Smooth, well balanced and clean
providing a very pleasant fullness. Good structure with pepper, vanilla and
toast flavours, rounded with a very long finish.
2006 Balbas Gran Reserva (6x750ml)
769626
90% Tempranillo, 10% Cabernet Sauvignon
36 months in French oak; 36 months in bottle before release
Very deep in colour. On the nose, complex aromas of well ripened, jammy
fruit, velvety smooth and expressive.
Full bodied, powerful and well
balanced.
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BODEGAS NIETO SENETINER

Argentina

Bodegas Nieto Senetiner, dating back to 1888, was founded and built by Italian
immigrants in the area of La Carrodilla, Lujan de Cuyo, province of Mendoza.
The winery is a pioneer in innovative viniculture processes and viticulture
activities.

Mendoza
Nietosenetiner.com.ar

2014 Malbec Reserva
555367
Nieto Senetiner Malbec is a deeply colored wine that offers aromas of ripe
red fruits and plum with hints of vanilla. On the palate, black cherries and
berry fruit mingle with hints of spice and earth. The long finish and smooth
tannins make this wine an ideal partner for grilled meat, pasta with red
sauce, salmon, or veal.
2009 Terroir Blend Malbec
754795
● 92 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Nov 2011)
“An impressive Malbec blended from three vineyards ranging from 3,120 to
3,780 feet in elevation. The aromas are inviting and open, with wild berry, spice
and toasty notes. Elegant and well balanced in the mouth, with smoky, ripe
flavors of berry, plum and earth. Toasty and coconutty on the finish”. – MS
2011 Cadus Bonarda Limited Edition (6x750ml)
600544
● 90 Points, Wine Spectator (Jul 2014)
“Firm and savory, this red offers well-structured red fruit and dried berry
flavors that feature touches of elegance. Accents of Portobello
mushroom midpalate add complexity. Drink now through 2018”.
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BOGLE VINEYARDS

Clarksburg,
Boglewinery.com

California

“Over the past decade, Bogle Vineyards’ namesake brand has emerged as a
standout within the thriving premium-plus California wine segment. Last
year, the family-owned franchise rose nearly 16% earning its 12th consecutive
Impact “Hot Brand” award and claiming the most Hot Brand honors of any
domestic wine brand ever. “Our brand is really founded on value, and our
core principle has always been to produce great wines for the money” says
Bogle vice president, sales and marketing Chris Catterton. Bogle’s value
proposition has been validated with a strong showing among reviewers over
the years, including more than 30 scores of 87 points or higher from Wine
Spectator.” – SHANKEN NEWS DAILY – October 23, 2013
2014 Chardonnay
318303
Chardonnay grapes grown in Clarksburg are known for their characteristic
apple and pear aromas and flavors. Bogle winemakers have captured these
refreshing and ripe notes while allowing them to develop and intensify
through stainless steel fermentation. Additional grapes are vinted using the
techniques of barrel fermentation, sur-lies aging and partial malolactic
fermentation, which creates an elegant counterpart to the fresh fruit with
tones of spicy vanilla and nutmeg. The creamy mouthfeel adds just the
final touch on the finish, reminiscent of an apple and pear galette.
2015 Chenin Blanc
750397
Honeydew melon and pineapple juices drip through the palate, while
touches of silky and sweet white peaches wrap around the finish.
2014 Sauvignon Blanc
431486
● 88 Points, “Best Buy”, Wine Enthusiast (Aug 2016)
“Grapefruit aromas, bright kiwi and apple flavors and appetizing acidity make
a lively, refreshing wine. This will be thirst-quenching on hot summer days
and good with seafood, goat cheese and many other dishes any time of the
year”.
2015 Rosé
750892
Soaked in bright strawberries and tropical fruit punch, this wine is dry, yet
thirst quenching at the same time. Lively and vibrant, with touches of juicy
red fruits, the Petite Sirah Rosé will disappear as quickly from your glass as
it does from the tasting room.
2014 Merlot
431460
Dark rubies sparkle in the glass, enticing with first impressions of sweet
summer herbs and hints of anise. Quickly followed by a burst of Bing cherry,
the entry is full of rich, dense red fruits. Smooth and silky in texture, yet with
a full mouthfeel, notes of baking spices and vanilla mocha envelope the
fruit. One year of aging in American oak barrels leaves behind polished
tannins and a lingering finish.
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BOGLE VINEYARDS (cont.)

California

2014 Cabernet Sauvignon
431452
Dense, concentrated and full-bodied, this Cabernet leads with notes of
dark cherry and plums. This deeply extracted fruit wraps the palate in
richness, followed with touches of pipe tobacco, new leather and dark
chocolate. The 12 months of aging in one-year old American oak has left
ample tannins and an enduring finish, which will allow this wine to gain
complexity over the years to come.
Clarksburg,
Boglewinery.com

2014 “Old Vine” Zinfandel
414128
Greeted with the viscous, ripe fruit of jammy blackberries hanging on sun
warmed vines, this Zinfandel is enticing and aromatic. Weightier than
previous vintages, there’s a sturdy structure that is saturated with dark
fruits, laced with hints of lavender and savory herbs. Cracked peppercorns
and spicy juniper round out the finish, tempered by 12 months of aging in twoyear old American oak.
2014 Petite Sirah
431478
Dark purple stains the glass, a perfect showcase for the fruits in this
intense red wine. Inky and succulent blueberries and blackberries
overwhelm the palate, while a touch of roasted, savory and earthy tones
round out the mouthfeel. Supple and spicy, this full bodied wine was aged in
American oak for 14 months. Toasty vanilla on the finish combines with
chalky and chewy tannins to create a finish with structure and character.
2013 Pinot Noir
750396
● 87 Points, “Best Buy”, Wine Enthusiast (Dec 2015)
“This full-bodied and smooth-textured wine has subtle aromas like
cinnamon, mint and raspberry. Bold flavors recall ripe plums and dried
cherries. A soft mouthfeel is partly due to light tannins”.
2014 Essential Red
754720
This compelling blend of Old Vine Zinfandel, Syrah, Cabernet Sauvignon and
Petite Sirah had created a ripe and mouthfilling wine. Richly textured fruit of
dark berries and black plums is nuanced by the flavors of juniper and dried
herbs. The juicy, jammy fruit is framed with spicy cedar and hints of pipe
tobacco and cocoa as the American oak lingers through the aging of 12 long
months. Luscious from start to finish, this wine is easy to drink, but
impossible to forget.
2013 Phantom
718307
Zinfandel 39% - Petite Sirah 38% - Cabernet Sauvignon 23%
Wild berries, black pepper and hints of juniper are framed by the influence
of oak aging with baking spices with a hint of toasty vanilla. On the palate,
the entry is explosive, supported by chewy, chalky tannins that will age this
wine for decades. The lingering, complex finish leaves one in anticipation of
the next sip.
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BONNY DOON VINEYARD

Santa Cruz
Bonnydoonvineyard.com

California

The rebirth of Bonny Doon began in September 2006 with the sale of various
“big” brands and the resulting massive decrease in production allowing for
focus on fewer labels and an ability to practice a strict adherence to
Biodynamic viticultural practices. The new paradigm is deceptively simple:
Why not strive to make wines in a more or less old-fangled way, absent of
adornment/special FX, moderate in alcohol, tannin extraction and the use of
new oak? The intent here is not to produce a bland, wishy-washy toast wine.
Quite the contrary! What is most interesting is the idea of producing wines
that are profoundly organized. This new “organization” has brought Bonny
Doon back to the cutting edge of California winemaking – Bonny Doon is
back!
2014 Gravitas
774658
The new companion to the Proper Claret- a Bordeaux-inspired white blend.
California appellation. 54% Semillon, 43.5% Sauvignon Blanc, 2.5% Orange
Muscat.
● 90 Points, Wine Review Online
"For something different, it's always wise to turn to see what tricks
winemaker Randall Grahm has up his sleeve….Delicious and delightful; a
superb summer sipper”.
2013 A Proper Claret
763332
● 90 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Dec 2015)
“This creative blend of 46% Cabernet Sauvignon, 17% Merlot, 15% Tannat, 13%
Petit Verdot, 8% Syrah and 1% Petite Sirah offers roasted red-bell pepper,
black gravel, black plums, chocolate cake and caramelized beef on the
umami-driven nose. The palate is tighter, with elderberries, cranberries and
decent tannic grip, proving tasty but not quite as exciting as the nose
suggests”. – MK
2012 Syrah Le Pousseur
707673
● 92 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Dec 2015)
“This blend of grapes from four vineyards—48% Alamo Creek, 18% Bien Nacido,
18% Spanish Springs and 16% Ventana—offers dense berries and smoke on the
nose as well as black pepper and tar. The tar shows strongly on the palate,
as do blackberry blossoms and denser black pepper spice”. – MK
2010 Le Cigare Volant
301853
● 91 Points, Vinous (Aug 2015)
● 93 Points, Wine Review Online (Nov 2014)
“The ever-engaging Randall Grahm touts his “regular” Le Cigare Volant
these days as Burgundian. I would simply call it inspired, but not, as he points
out, by Chateauneuf-du-Pape. In this vintage Grahm the winemaker leans
heavily on Cinsault (17 percent), Mourvedre (17 percent) and Carignane (16
percent), more so than you would find in Chateauneuf, although Syrah (28
percent) and Grenache (22 percent) have the leading roles. If it’s not a
masterpiece of the blender’s art, it’s close. This vintage is complex, with
layered fruit aromas, and beautifully structured, built as it were to improve
over time. There is cool-climate note to this wine, with peppery notes that
lend pizzazz. Impressive now, but likely dazzling in three to five years. It has
every right to improve”. – RW
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CAVE SPRING CELLARS

Canada

DECANTER (Sep 2015)
“There’s probably no better estate than this in all of Canada, given its long
track record for excellence, the large number of wines made and its
willingness to innovate. The CSV is a benchmark Canadian Riesling which
embodies the richer, riper but very mineral, peachy style typical of the
Beamsville Bench”. — Ian D’Agata
VQA NIAGARA PENINSULA / ESCARPMENT
Niagara, Ontario
Cavespring.ca

2014 Riesling NP VQA
234583
Scents of white flower, black liquorice and anise show predominate, with
aromas of lemon drop and fresh cut grass in the background. Off dry and
medium-bodied, the palate offers flavours of ripe apricot, and lemon rind up
front, followed by a broad, concentrated middle palate with a beautiful
mineral texture. A steady, well-integrated seam of acidity carries these
flavours with good persistence on the finish, where tones of Honey dew
melon emerge.
2014 Chardonnay NE VQA
228551
The palate shows rich, exotic citrus fruit up front and in the middle,
underpinned by the wine's hefty body. The finish is clean and crisp with blood
orange flavours and overtones of citrus rind. This Chardonnay stands out for
its balance power and ripe with vivacious fruit and acidity.
2015 Rosé NE VQA
295006
A dry, salmon-coloured rosé with pronounced aromas of strawberry and
watermelon atop notes of white cherry, spice and rhubarb.
2014 Gamay NE VQA
228569
Aromas of red cherry, strawberry compote and pepper abound, with hints of
toffee, licorice and wet slate in behind. Medium in weight, the palate is built
around a core of juicy blackberry fruit and light, soft tannins, punctuated by
a bright hit of acidity. Judicious oak treatment brings a round, silky feel that
draws notes of raspberry and spice into a long, supple finish. This is a vintage
that impresses for its easy drinking, refreshing character and ripe, persistent
flavours.
2012 Cabernet Franc NE VQA
763335
A mix of fresh herbs, especially mint, savoury, and tarragon, along with
aromas of sour cherry and black pepper greet the nose. Medium in body,
notes of herbs and spice continue on the palate, with black pepper,
cinnamon, cloves and star anise mingling with rich, dark plum fruit and earthy
tones. On the middle, soft, silky tannins and a pleasing lift of acidity emerge
to provide structure and clarity, giving way to lingering nuances of smoke
and game on the finish.
2014 Pinot Noir NE VQA
720334
On the nose, aromas of clove spice and Maraschino cherries predominate,
with hints of tilled earth, cinnamon and clove in behind. The palate is
medium in body with a round, juicy feel up front. This is a well-structured,
polished Pinot that exhibits terrific balance from start to finish.
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CAVE SPRING CELLARS (cont.)

Canada

VQA BEAMSVILLE BENCH / CSV ESTATE BOTTLED

Niagara, Ontario
Cavespring.ca

2012 Gewürztraminer Estate VQA
302059
The nose is explosively fragrant, with intense aromas of lychee, orange
blossom and rosewater, along with notes of cashew and allspice. Up front
and through the middle, the palate is off-dry and full-bodied with a round,
unctuous feel and highly extracted lychee and dried orange flavours. The
finish is long and tapers elegantly to dryness as delicate acids emerge,
carrying overtones of almond, cinnamon and orange pith. Full-blown, plush
and satisfying, this Gewürztraminer retains the freshness and balance to
make it compelling on its own or with food.
2013 Chardonnay Estate VQA
256552
Crisp and citrusy up front, the palate is rich in extract, underpinned by our
Estate’s signature stoniness in the middle. The combination of body and
acidity carries notes of spice, toast and minerals long on the finish.
2013/2014 Riesling Estate VQA
286377
● 91 Points, “Editor’s Choice”, Wine Enthusiast (Dec 2015) (2013 vintage)
“This drinks dry, with a strong mineral component. Mainstream flavors of
apple and slate lead into a firm, concentrated palate with a long, pure
finish”.
2014 Riesling CSV VQA (6x750ml)
756453
The nose offers bright, intense aromas of star anise, citrus rind and orange
blossom and nuances of pastry crust, white flowers and thyme. The palate
is medium in body and dryness with very ripe flavours of white peach, apricot
and orange peel, tinged with hints of licorice. The wine is underpinned by a
rich, crystalline texture and balanced by a delicate thread of saline acidity
that draws into a long finish of grapefruit pith, flint and dried herbs.
2013 Cabernet Franc Estate VQA
731289
Compelling aromas of sour cherry, black pepper, cinnamon, mint and
tarragon greet the nose. The palate is full in body, with notes of herbs and
spice continuing up front alongside hints of star anise and graphite. The midpalate is ripe and deeply concentrated, with dark plum fruit, earthy notes
and sturdy yet silky tannins. Plenty of juicy acidity provides lift, structure
and clarity throughout. The finish is long and complex, full of mint-cherry,
cloves and lingering nuances of smoke and game.
2014 Pinot Noir Estate VQA
246561
Concentrated aromas of black cherry and cassis, smoky complexity and
nuances of cigar box and tobacco leaf. The palate is full in body and highly
extracted, centered on a core of black currant and sour cherry fruit that is
well integrated with the wine’s silky tannins, ensuring a smooth overall
texture. The tannins taper with finesse, easing the wine into a very long,
balanced finish marked by undertones of cinnamon and clove.
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CAVE SPRING CELLARS (cont.)

Canada

VQA SPECIALTY
N/V Blanc de Blancs Niagara Peninsula VQA (6x750ml)
752017
Fermented in the bottle entirely from the noble Chardonnay grape, it was
aged sur lees for a minimum 30 months prior to disgorging, resulting in a
crisp, ‘brut’ style true to its cool-climate origins.
Niagara, Ontario
Cavespring.ca
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DOMAINE DE BEL-AIR

France

Established in 1840 in the hills of the Ardieres Valley, Domaine de Bel Air
overlooks Beaujeu, the historic capital of the Beaujolais region. Since 1985,
Winemaker Jean-Marc Lafont and his wife Annick have been running the
estate composed of 23+ hectares throughout the Ardieres Valley with
vineyards in eight different villages. Steep vineyard slopes require 100%
manual harvest in vineyards that range from 40 years to 80 years in age.
Beaujolais
Dombelair.com

2014 Morgon Les Charmes
782065
This Cru dons a deep garnet red robe and gives off ripe stone fruit aromas
including cherry, peach, apricot and plum. Well-built, this rich, powerful and
fleshy wine comes from soils made up of really ancient schist and eruptive
rock. A wine to lay down, suited to 5 to 10 years’ cellaring.

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

2015 Beaujolais-Villages Les Granits Bleus
782064
These fruity and fleshy wines reflect the personality of the terroirs they
come from. The fruit of granite and sand soils; Beaujolais-Villages boasts an
intense robe with cherry and garnet tints and a red fruit nose with
blackcurrant and strawberry at the fore. Though a third of the wine
produced is sold as Beaujolais-Villages Nouveau, the appellation truly
holds its own as a cellaring wine.

2014 Fleurie Granits Roses
782066
From its pink granite soil, Fleurie draws an intense carmine red robe and
floral and fruity iris, violet, rose, red fruit and vine peach aromas. The topnotch mouthfeel combines elegance and finesse with a fleshy, silky body.
Evolving towards spicy notes over the years, this Cru makes the most of its
geographic position, backing onto the Avenas and Durbize chains of hills.
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DOMAINE JOEL DELAUNAY

France

Purists insist that France’s Loire Valley provides the best and truest
expression of the Sauvignon Blanc grape. Admittedly, the leading
appellations are Sancerre and Pouilly-Fumé in the eastern Loire, but the
central Touraine region has been encroaching on their reputation by
producing somewhat less costly wines, sometimes referred to as “baby
Sancerre.” That may not be fair, for Delaunay’s Sauvignon Blanc shows a
character that can be fuller and fruitier than many of it’s peers.

Touraine, Loire Valley
Joeldelaunay.com

2015 Touraine Sauvignon Blanc
595157
The classic Sauvignon Blanc.
Pale lemon in color with a powerful,
expressive and complex nose (exotic fruits, blackcurrant buds, grapefruit,
peach) as well as some floral notes. Well balanced, long and rich on the
palate. Seductively fresh and fruity.
2013 La Voûte Sauvignon Blanc
752048
This sauvignon blanc is pale gold in colour with silver lights. White flowers
and exotic fruits battle on the nose while richness and softness combine
harmoniously on the palate. A delightful return to fruit on the finish
concludes a most enjoyable tasting experience.

SPARKLING WINES
Joel Delaunay Blanc Brut
760702
Pale lemon colour with fine bubbles. Delicate and fruity on both nose and
palate, this delightful sparkling wine is best drunk chilled as an aperitif or
with desserts.
Joel Delaunay Rosé Brut
760703
A clear, rose pink colour with notes of red fruits and fine bubbles. This
charming and delicate sparkling wine makes a delightful aperitif, or an ideal
accompaniment to desserts.
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DOMAINE MUR-MUR-IUM

France

Marc Pichon purchased Domaine le Murmurium in the Cote de Ventoux
village of Mormoiron in early 2008. It comprised 13 hectares of old vineyards
on prime terroir under the gaze of Mount Ventoux. Murmurium is derived
from Latin meaning "The Buzzing Song of Bees". Over the past few years
Marc has acquired more old vineyards to bring the size of the domaine to 21
hectares. All the vineyards are cultivated using 100% organic practices
without the use of any chemicals or pesticides.

Rhône Valley

2015 Anne Pichon Sauvage Vermentino
779339
Anne Pichon Sauvage Vermentino reveals a fresh and mineral nose with
white flower notes and some light exotic touches. The taste is complex
with flavors of pears, citrus and white flowers as well as some fennel and
anise notes. The finish is both complex and lasting in a refreshing mineral
style.
2015 Viognier IGP Vaucluse
760224
100% hand harvested at night and fermented in stainless steel allows for a
cold maceration which results in this Viognier exhibiting a flavour profile of
exotic fruits, white peach and apricot with an underlying minerality.
2014 Roussanne IGP Vaucluse
760225
Fine deep yellow colour with green hints. Powerful nose with white flower
aromas of acacia and some complex aromas with gentle notes of fennel,
melon, honey, peach and spiciness. Perfectly balanced harmony with
lasting flavors.
2015 Ventoux Le Retour Rosé

764025

2014 Ventoux le Retour Rouge

760226

2012 Ventoux Cuvée Anne
760227
● 89 Points, Wine Advocate (Jan 2015)
“Forward, medium-bodied and with lots of charm, the 2012 Ventoux Cuvee
Anne exhibits notes of sweet black cherry, herbed meats and peppery spice.
Made from 70% Grenache and 30% Syrah that was brought up all in concrete,
it should be drunk over the coming 4-6 years”. – JD
2011 Syrah-Sublime
760229
● 90 Points, Wine Advocate (Oct 2012)
“The sensational 2011 Vin de Pays Syrah-Sublime (100% Syrah) reveals
sumptuous notes of spring flowers, blackberries, cassis, licorice and forest
floor. Drink this complex, textured, full-bodied vin de pays over the next 2-3
years, although it may last even longer”. – RP
2009 Ventoux Extreme (6x750ml)
760228
The nose is both very powerful and complex with subtle cooked fruit
aromas, spicy notes, a touch of coffee and chocolate flavours. The taste is
harmonious and reveals an explosion of blackcurrant and cherry
marmalade. Aromatic herbs, rosemary, liquorice and chocolate flavours
fully integrate with the tannins of the oak.
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DOMAINE ROGER PERRIN

Rhône Valley
Roger-perrin.com

France

The principle characteristic that differentiates Chateauneuf de Pape from
its neighbours is the soil. It is made up of small round pebbles and larger
round stones. This stony terroir gives Chateauneuf de Pape a unique and
exceptional wine making capability. These stones absorb heat during the day
and radiate heat once the sun has gone down. This has the effect of
regulating the temperature at night and allows the grapes to reach
optimum maturity. Soaked in sunshine and cradled by the mistral Roger
Perrin has 40ha of vineyards between Chateauneuf du Pape and Orange.
• 15.63 ha of Châteauneuf-du-Pape
• 19.25 ha of Côtes du Rhône
• 6.38 ha of Vine de Pays de la Principaute d'Orange

2015 Côtes du Rhône Fruité Rouge
782941
Cherry coloured, boasting tremendous depth and intensity. On the nose,
slightly spicy summer fruit and a hint of caramel. Summer fruits and
peppery notes predominate in the mouth. Delicate tannic structure and very
subtle, sophisticated finish.

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

2015 Côtes du Rhône Prestige Blanc
782940
Subtle, pale yellow with delicate green highlights. Exuberant fruit and
floral notes on the nose, especially apricot, pêche de vigne (blood peach),
violet and white flowers. Mouth-filling, round mouthfeel with tons of fruit
and a long, fresh finish that really brings out the well-balanced nature of
this wine.

2014 Côtes du Rhône Village Vieilles Vignes
782942
Intense garnet-red colour. Complex nose with garrigue, summer fruit,
blackcurrant, blackberry and peppery spice aromas, along with delicate
hints of blond tobacco and animal fur. Very well-structured mouth
featuring lots of fruit, garrigue and dominant pepper notes. Generous,
mouth-filling middle palate and a long, persistent finish.
2013 Châteauneuf-du-Pape
782943
● 90 Points, Vinous (Apr 2016)
“Vivid ruby-red. Lively black raspberry, cherry and peppery spices on the
fragrant nose. Silky, palate-staining red and dark fruit flavors pick up floral
pastille and candied licorice qualities with air and show very good focus and
energy. Turns deeper on the clinging, gently finish, where the berry and
floral notes repeat. Quite suave, delivering the fruit and supple texture to
create plenty of upfront appeal”.
2012 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Réserve Vieilles Vignes (6x750ml)

782944
● 92 Points, Wine Advocate (Sep 2014)
● 94 Points, Vinous (Apr 2015)

“Inky ruby. Explosively perfumed bouquet evokes candied red fruits, Asian
spices, garrigue and incense, with a bright mineral nuance adding lift. Stains
the palate with concentrated raspberry and bitter cherry flavors that
deepen and become sweeter with air. Spreads out impressively on the long,
seamless finish, which features sweet red fruit and floral pastille qualities
and smooth, harmonious tannins”.
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EBERLE WINERY

Paso Robles
Eberlewinery.com

California

In 1973, Gary Eberle began his career in the wine industry by heading his
family’s Estrella River Winery (currently 360 Degrees in Paso Robles).
Eberle’s pioneering spirit didn’t stop there. In 1980, he co-founded the Paso
Robles Appellation and in 1983, Gary opened the doors to his own Eberle
Winery with the premiere of Eberle’s 1979 Cabernet Sauvignon. Today, Eberle
handcrafts 25,000 cases of wine each year from surrounding Estate vineyards.
And, after more than 33 years since the release of the Eberle label, the
winery consistently remains one of the highest award-winning wineries in the
United States.

2014 Estate Chardonnay
● 88 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Mar 2016)

244319

2013 Vineyard Selection Cabernet
744199
● 90 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Jun 2016)
“Blackberry jelly meshes with enticing aromas of hot gingerbread on the
nose of this bottling by regional pioneer Gary Eberle. Dark chocolate,
coffee, black cherry, loam, crushed herbs and graphite all play into the
layered palate, held strangely by firm tannins”. – MK
2012/2013 Syrah, Steinbeck Vineyard
106146
The 2012 vintage shows the restraint of an “Old World” style Syrah, earthy
and spicy, combined with “New World” fruit forward characteristics. This full
bodied wine has soft, silky tannins with aromas of blueberries, strawberries
and a hint of mocha.
2011/2013 Zinfandel, Paso Robles
755601
The Eberle 2011 Zinfandel showcases three of Paso Robles finest Zinfandel
vineyards: the reputable Steinbeck, CoCaVin and Wine-Bush. Together, the
fruit from these three vineyards results in a wine that is elegant and well
balanced. This medium bodied Zinfandel has aromas of dried cherries and
potpourri, while the palate is filled with briar fruit flavors, a touch of vanilla
and gentle tannins.
2013 Estate Cabernet Sauvignon
744197
● 88 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Jun 2016)
“Quite dark in the glass, this bottling by regional pioneer Gary Eberle shows
blueberry, black plum, dense lilacs and wet slate on the nose. Black
currant and other black and deep-purple fruits pop on the dense palate,
with graphite, dried herbs and black pepper giving depth on this dark
expression”.
2009 Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon (6x750ml)
755602
The 2009 vintage represents our fifteenth offering of a reserve cab in thirty
years of producing Cabernet Sauvignon. Rich dark fruit flavors of black
cherry and plum engulf the palate. The hints of anise and cedar with firm
up-front tannins carry the wine to a long dry finish. This is another example
of an Eberle Cabernet that is well balanced and will become more
complex and elegant with age.
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FINCA LA CHAMIZA

Tupungato, Mendoza
Lachamiza.com

Argentina

Finca La Chamiza was founded in 2003 as a winery that was focused on our
vineyards to produce world class wines that offer quality and value to the
consumer. Our vineyards are located in the three best growing regions of
Tupungato, Maipu and Lugan de Cuyo which offer distinct terroir and
character. At Chamiza we are as passionate about Polo as we are about
wine and thus we pay homage to our heritage by creating wines that respect
this unique sporting tradition.

AMATEUR SERIES
2013 Cabernet Sauvignon
730417
Delicate mixture of aromatic herbs, pepper and berries with sweet,
structured soft tannins.
2015 Malbec
744089
Medium-bodied with a delicate and balanced blend of forest fruit,
marmalades of plum and cherry and round tannins.

PROFESIONAL SERIES
2013/2014 Cabernet Sauvignon
744093
Deep ruby red. Plum-forward mix of red fruit aromas combine with vanilla
notes from the oak. This wine has a strong presence and sweet, robust
tannins in a well-structured body.
2014 Malbec
744095
Plum and raspberry aromas mingle elegantly with vanilla notes from the
oak. Well-balanced, exhibiting sweet tannins and a velvety finish.

PREMIUM WINES:
2011 Legend of Polo Malbec
744083
A strong personality and presence with aromas of fresh red fruits like
strawberries, cherries and plum combined with soft spicy and sweet aromas
with hints of vanilla and black chocolate aromas from the oak.
2013 Martin Alsina Malbec (6x750ml)
744084
● 93 Points, James Suckling
Our icon Malbec, powerful and with a great personality, reveals the best
expression of this variety. Since the first vintage in 2003, it has seduced some
of the most demanding palates in the world. This wine comes from
vineyards nearly a hundred years old with Double Guyot vine training system
-inherited from the French School-. The very low yield per hectare allows
high concentration in the clusters.
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FROG’S LEAP WINERY

~ ORGANICALLY GROWN & DRY FARMED ~

Wine & Spirits – Winter 2014

Top 100 Wineries of the Year

Rutherford, Napa Valley
Frogsleap.com

California

Frog’s Leap was founded by the Williams family in 1981 on a spot along Mill
Creek known as the Frog Farm. It now makes its home amongst 130 acres of
vineyards in Rutherford at the historic Red Barn. Using the best of Napa
Valley’s organically grown grapes and the most traditional winemaking
techniques, Frog’s Leap winemakers, John Williams and Paula Moschetti
strive to produce wines that deeply reflect the soils and climate from
which they emanate. Frog’s Leap dry-farms over 200 acres of certified
organic vineyards and was among the first in the Napa Valley to become
CCOF certified in 1988.

2015 Sauvignon Blanc, Rutherford Napa Valley
937159
● 90 Points, Wine & Spirits (Jun 2016)
“John Williams and his team farm their certified-organic vineyards without
irrigation, and maintained that regimen in 2015 despite a protracted drought.
The result is a refreshing and clean wine with tight flavors of grapefruit and
lime-like acidity. The citrus-blossom scents last along with the tart fruit.
Chill it for Hog Island oysters”.
2014 Chardonnay, Napa Valley
937158
This wine is classically proportioned: completely dry with lovely acidity. Yet
there is a depth to the wine that belies its relatively modest alcohol
content. Eight months of sur lie aging contributes beautiful brioche, toasty
aromas underscored by fresh white flower aromatics.
2014 Zinfandel, Napa Valley
953703
● 94 Points, Wine & Spirits (Aug 2016)
John Williams is on a roll, following his exceptional 2013 Zinfandel with an
equally delicious 2014. He dry-farms his 40-year-old vines, harvesting them at
the same time as his Petite Sirah so he can co-ferment the fruit. That brings
the tannins together in a refreshing, gentle structure that lifts the fruit
flavors, presenting them as perfectly ripe forest berries. The tannins feel
plush, even as they carry a note of black- peppercorn spice and Manzanita.
This is a beautiful Napa Valley red that happens to speak with an accent of
zin”.
2013 Merlot, Rutherford Napa Valley
701147
● 92 Points, Vinous (Oct 2015)
“The 2013 Merlot is plump and juicy, with plenty of dark red and bluish fruit.
Sweet spice, lavender and rose petal open up in the glass, adding further
shades of nuance...is delicious and impeccable in its balance”.
2014 Cabernet Sauvignon, Estate Grown
935942
Our 2014 Estate Grown Cabernet Sauvignon is classic in every way: intense
aromas of dark fruits, blackberry and cassis with lovely overtones of mocha
and coffee bean. The flavors are subtle and nuanced while precisely
balanced and deep.
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HAYES VALLEY WINES

California

Hayes Valley Wines are grown and produced at Clos LaChance Estate
Vineyards and Winery in the Northern Central Coast. Clos LaChance was
one of the first 17 certified sustainable wineries and vineyards in California.
The winery is committed to producing the best quality wine possible while
protecting the environment and conserving natural resources. As a familyowned and operated winery, it is important for Clos LaChance to maintain
the long-term viability of the land for future generations. For more
information about the certification program, please visit
www.sustainablewinegrowing.org.

San Martin
hayesvalleywine.com

~ FAMILY OWNED ~
~ CERTIFIED SUSTAINABLE ~
2015 Chardonnay
762837
The Chardonnay opens up with aromas of tropical fruits – pineapples and
bananas. Pears and apples are also prevalent, with a hint of toasty oak.
Flavors of baked apples, banana and vanilla carry through the palate, along
with a creamy mouth feel and a hint of butter.
2013 Sauvignon Blanc
762836
Color is a very pale straw and crystal clear. On the nose, aromas of bright
citrus fruits dominate, along with wet grass and lemon rind. A mouthwatering acidity on the palate gives way to grapefruits, herbs and lime rinds.
2014 Cabernet Sauvignon
762839
Aromas of bright berry fruits. Plums, tobacco and a subtle floral note. Full
and rich flavors of blueberries, blackberries and dried cherries. Dried plums
and a little anise spice round off the wonderfully smooth finish and soft
tannins.
2014 Merlot
762838
Dark, opaque purple in color. Dark cherry on the nose with an herbaceous
component, basil and rosemary. A peppery component as well. On the
mouth, bright acidity and light tannins. Bright cherry fruits combine nicely
with some tart blueberry. A hint of vanilla on the finish.
2012 Zinfandel
769259
On the nose are classic Zinfandel aromas.
Blackberries, cherries,
boysenberries and a spicy white pepper. A hint of herbs; rosemary and thyme.
Very balanced, nice acidity due to coastal influence on the vineyard. The
alcohol is subdued, giving the fruit a chance to shine.
Cherries and
blackberries are prominent in the mid-palate. The spice carries through to
the finish, which lingers nicely.
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LAURENT PERRACHON

France

The Perrachon name has been mentioned in Juliénas history dating back to
1601. In 1877 the Perrachon family acquired Domaine La Bottière in Juliénas
followed by Domaine des Perelles in the Romanèche-Thorins territory, at
the feet of the Moulin-à-Vent hills. Domaine des Mouilles, now the heart
of our operations, was acquired in 1989. It is in the heart of the Juliénas
appellation, benefiting from the best exposure and best soils. Recently,
similar parcels have been added in Chénas, Fleurie, and Saint Amour and in
total we harvest grapes from eight Beaujolais appellations including six
Crus.

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

Beaujolais
Vinsperrachon.com

2014 Chénas 3 Mozaic
782305
This small appellation was once covered with oaks (chènes) hence its name.
Our parcel, called "En Champagne" is one of the most desirable in Chènas,
with good southern exposure on sandy soil. It is one of the first we harvest
as it matures quickly year in and year out. The grapes are sustainably
farmed using organic practice from 75 year old vines, hand harvested and
fermented and aged in concrete tanks. Ruby-red in colour, with tints of
garnet. This wine is full bodied with floral notes and a velvety texture.
2014 Juliénas Les Mouilles
782303
Sustainably farmed using organic practices from 35 year old vines on the
steep (25%) south facing Les Mouilles vineyard. Ruby red hue, very constant
with aromas of cherry, strawberry, peony and violet. The pleasant and fruity
mouth feel presents flexible and well-rounded tannins with finesse on the
palate and a balanced finish. Serve at 13° C with coq au vin, game birds or
poultry en sauce.
2014 Juliénas Clos des Chers
782304
A single, walled in vineyard named Les Chers produces fruit for this wine
from 65+ year old vines found in granite soils with a high level of diorites
(blue stones). Slower fermentation times of 16-19 days along with 12 to 15
months in five hundred litre barrels leads to richer and fuller colour and
increased concentration.
2013 Moulin à Vent Les Burdelines
782306
● 90 Points, Vinous (Jul 2016)
“Brilliant ruby. Deeply perfumed aromas of cherry pit, dark berries and
potpourri, joined by slowly emerging cracked pepper and licorice accents.
Sappy, broad and gently sweet, offering ripe dark berry and peppery spice
flavors sharpened and given spine by juicy acidity. Finishes smooth and long,
with sneaky tannins adding gentle grip”.
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MAYCAS DEL LIMARI

Limari Valley
Maycasdellimari.com

Chile

The winery Maycas Del Limari was established in 2000. The Limari valley sits
400 km north of Santiago, Chile, it sits along the Limari river in the rain
shadow of the Andes and benefits from the cooling effects of the
Camanchaca fog off the Pacific Ocean. This region has shown explosive
growth since 1995, where only 190 acres were Planted under vine, now an
astonishing 3,300 acres are planted to Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Pinot
Noir, and Syrah. Using high tech soil mapping techniques we were able to
plant the grapes that grow best in these mineral rich soils. We use the Inca
Solar Calendar on each label to show its vintage and pay tribute to the
mighty Inca civilization.

~ CERTIFIED SUSTAINABLE ~
SUMAQ RESERVA SERIES
2012 Sumaq Reserva Chardonnay
752152
● 90 Points, Descorchados 2014, Patricio Tapia
● 88 Points, Vinous (Mar 2013)
“Bright yellow. Melon, peach and ripe pear on the fragrant nose, with zesty
ginger and quinine accents adding vivacity. Round and silky in texture,
offering supple orchard fruit and honeydew flavors supported by gentle
acidity. Refreshing and easy to drink, with good finishing breadth and snap”. –
JR
2014/2015 Sumaq Pinot Noir
752153
● 91 Points, Descorchados 2016, Patricio Tapia (2014 vintage)
● 87 Points, Wine Advocate (Dec 2015) (2014 vintage)
“Fermented in stainless steel and matured in used barrels for eight months.
A straightforward, cool climate, approachable Pinot Noir with some notes
of sour cherries and spices, as well as moderate acidity. This is easy to drink,
showing Pinot typicity from Limarí, already revealing the effect of the
limestone soils”.
2014 Sumaq Reserva Syrah
752146
● 90 Points, Descorchados 2016, Patricio Tapia
● 91 Points, James Suckling (2016)
Dark and deep purple in color. Ripe and densely packed with black cherry
and black currant flavors. A pleasant and long finish.
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MAYCAS DEL LIMARI (cont.)

Chile

~ CERTIFIED SUSTAINABLE ~
RESERVA ESPECIAL SERIES
Limari Valley
Maycasdellimari.com

2009 Reserva Especial Chardonnay
752147
● 92 Points, Descorchados 2013, Patricio Tapia
● 90 Points, Wine Advocate (Feb 2012)
“The 2009 Chardonnay Reserva Especial spent 12 months in 38% new French
oak in which malolactic fermentation was blocked. It reveals a light touch
of oak, spiced apple, poached pear, and stony minerals. Medium-bodied but
with greater density than the Reserva cuvee, it exhibits a vibrant, Chablislike personality, excellent balance, and a lengthy, refreshing finish”. – JM
2014/2015 Reserva Especial Pinot Noir
752148
● 93 Points, James Suckling (Jul 2015) (2014 vintage)
● 91 Points, Wine Advocate (Dec 2015) (2014 vintage)
“The 2014 Reserva Especial Pinot Noir is a mixture of grapes from two
vineyards, San Julián in the south bank and Quebrada Seca in the north bank
of the Limarí River. It fermented with uncrushed grapes and approximately
10% whole bunches in open stainless steel tanks. The élevage was in French
oak barrels (only 18% new) and lasted some ten months. It has an elegant
and subtle nose with more aromas of sour cherries and Indian spices, quite
Burgundian, with nicely integrated oak and a palate that shows the chalky
minerality of Limarí. The aftertaste is very long and supple; the flavors
linger in your mouth after you swallow (I had to!)”. – LG
2010/2012 Reserva Especial Syrah
752150
● 92 Points, Descorchados 2013, Patricio Tapia (2010 vintage)
● 94 Points, Descorchados 2015, Patricio Tapia (2012 vintage)
Dark and deep purple. The aroma is ripe, densely packed with black cherry,
currant and cedar flavors. A round mouthfilling palate with ample soft and
sweet tannins, finished with lively acidity to balance the intense range of
flavors.

SAN JULIÁN SERIES
2012 San Julián Pinot Noir (6x750ml)
768335
● 91 Points, James Suckling (2014)
● 92 Points, Wine Advocate (Jun 2014)
“This is a serious Pinot, with ripe cherry notes, hints of spices and flowers, the
oak perfectly integrated into the wine (only around 20% of the barrels were
new) as the wine aged in wood for around 15 months, and has an earthy
feeling. It’s complex and elegant, with great freshness and balanced acidity.
This has a strong Burgundian feeling, and is already delicious and hard to
resist, but it should get even better. Drink now-2020”. – LG
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OKANAGAN CRUSH PAD

Canada

Okanagan Crush Pad is committed to making wines that are pure Okanagan.
Wines that celebrate the distinctive beauty and exceptional micro-climates
and geology of our vineyards. The Summerland winery, owned by Christine
Coletta and Steve Lornie, is located on the 10-acre Switchback Organic
Vineyard site overlooking Lake Okanagan. Magnum is pleased to bring
Okanagan Crush Pad's flagship wines to the Alberta Market.
2014 Haywire Pinot Gris
779699
Dry but juicy, and bursting with citrus notes, intriguing sweet and savoury
herbs and demanding of food that is loaded with the same.
Summerland, BC
Okanagancrushpad.com

2014 Haywire Switchback Pinot Gris
745280
The grapes were harvested and then processed in five separate lots, to
create layered intensity in the wine. Fermented in our egg-shaped concrete
tanks, the wine takes on minerality balanced with fruit, incredible
complexity, and a round, creamy mouth feel.
2014 Haywire Waters & Banks Sauvignon Blanc

779702

2015 Haywire Gamay Noir Rosé

164434

A delicate salmon hue, lifted berry fruit, with a hint of thyme and spice.
Delicate floral and citrus notes dance on the palate. Texturally lush and
glossy, with a fresh and lively finish.
2014/2015 Haywire Gamay Noir
779703
The team found a tiny amount of Gamay Noir that cried out to be bottled on
its own. Open top fermenters, manual punch downs and a little time in old
French oak barrels created a wine with bright red fruit that leads to
raspberry, strawberry and cherry with gentle tannins. A refreshing red wine!
Pair with grilled salmon, pork roasts, and barbeque classics. Enjoy!
2014 Haywire Pinot Noir
746665
Loaded with lively ripe red-berry fruits, exotic spice blends, and earthy
characters, this wine is best enjoyed with salmon, soft ripe cheeses, pork, or
wild mushrooms.
2012 Haywire Canyonview Pinot Noir
779701
This wine started with low crop levels, extreme patience during harvest, and
slave-like manual punch downs in the tanks. It was aged in old French oak
barrels then moved into egg-shaped concrete tanks for further rest time.
The wine has the hallmark cherry fruit intensity of the previous vintage, with
soft, lush tannins and will continue to improve and evolve with bottle
ageing.
2014 Haywire Bub Sparkling
779704
The Bub is bottle fermented and aged using Pinot Noir and Chardonnay
grapes gown on cool vineyard sites in Oliver and Summerland. A fresh and
lively wine with nice warm bread aromas and a crisp green apple finish, which
is a shining example of what the Okanagan does best - crisp, fresh, and
delicious.
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OMERO CELLARS

Oregon

WE'RE ON A MISSION TO CREATE WINE
WITH INTEGRITY AND BRING IT TO GOOD PEOPLE EVERYWHERE.

WE BELIEVE WINE SHOULD BE:

REAL WINE.
SIMPLY MADE.

REAL WINE MADE FOR REAL PEOPLE.

2014 Chardonnay
782502
Comprised of two vineyard sites, Stein Vineyard in the warmer YamhillCarlton AVA, planted in 1978 with self rooted Clone 108 Chardonnay, and
Johan Vineyard planted with Dijon 76 clone Chardonnay in the Van Duzer
Corridor. 60% of the fermentation occurred in new 140 liter Chablis casks and
the remaining 40% in neutral French oak barrique. No stirring was done to the
wine. Primary and Malolactic fermentation required 8 months to complete,
at which point the wine saw its first sulfur addition of 60PPM. At 10 months
the wine was racked to a stainless steel tank to rest on it’s fine lees for an
additional 5 months prior to bottling.

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

Willamette Valley
Omerocellars.com

NATURAL - The grapes we farm are from sustainable (good), Organic (better)
and biodynamic (best) vineyards. SIMPLE - Our wines are crafted simply,
without the use of chemical, animal products or yeast made by guys in lab
coats. TRANSPARENT - People should know what they're drinking, so we list
all of the ingredients on the front of the bottle. GENUINE - Every glass of
wine should be a true reflection of its season. DELICIOUS - Wine should be
enjoyed. We focus of flavor, not on pretense.

2014 Pinot Noir
782503
Our Willamette Valley blend is comprised of several vineyards, sourcing
fruit from every sub AVA within the greater Willamette Valley. Our goal is
to select a site from all of the major soil types in the area, which also offer
a mix of clonal material alternative to the Dijon selections. With over 13
different clones of Pinot Noir, covering 8 primary soil types, we are able to
have a large range of site expression. When blended correctly we feel this
offers the maximum amount of complexity possible from the area. 30% of
the 2014 was concrete aged for 10 months, while the remaining 70% aged in
combination of new and used French oak barriques. The final wine contains
approximately 5% new French oak and 20% use of whole clusters.
2014 Pinot Noir Ribbon Ridge
782504
● 91 Points, Wine & Spirits (Apr 2016)
Our Ribbon Ridge AVA Bottling is produced with certified organically farmed
fruit from the Omero Vineyard, planted in 2009. Comprised of equal parts
Pommard and Wadenswil clones from the best two vineyard blocks
planted at the crest of the vineyard. The vines here run east-west opposed
to the more typical north-south. The result is a cooler canopy and a fruiting
zone less exposed to the sun, which helps to preserve higher levels of
acidity, and more lifted floral aromatics. No wholecluster was used and
the final wine was aged for 10 months in 40% new French oak and 60% neutral
French oak barriques.
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PEHU-SIMONET CHAMPAGNE

Champagne

France

Pehu-Simonet Champagne is located in Verzenay in Montagne de Reims.
David Pehu is the fourth generation of his family to produce estate-bottled
champagnes. His 7.5 hectares of vineyards are planted to 78% Pinot Noir and
22% Chardonnay. Pehu-Simonet only bottles wine from the 6 hectares of
Grand Cru vineyards they own with the remaining wine being sold off to
other houses. David’s Grand Cru vineyards are in Verzy, Verzenay, Mailly,
Sillery in Montagne de Reims and Le Mesnil-sur-Oger, in the Cotes de
Blancs. Vinification is in either tank or in barrel depending on the particular
wine. Pehu strictly avoids malolactic fermentation for all of his wines as he
believes that blocking the malo better preserves the finesse and
expression of fruit in the long run.

NV Selection Brut (6x750ml)
759781
● 92 Points, Vinous (Nov 2014)
● 91 Points, Wine Spectator (Nov 2014)
“Bright and focused in an elegant style, with bread dough, graphite and spice
notes underscoring the glazed apricot, almond and lemon parfait flavors.
Well-knit, with a fine bead and a chalky finish. Drink now through 2020”. – AN
NV Blancs de Blancs (6x750ml)
759783
● 92 Points, Vinous (Jan 2015)
“(made entirely from fruit grown in the grand cru Mesnil-sur-Oger; 9 g/
l dosage; disgorged in January, 2014): Bright straw. Ripe orange, melon and
peach on the deeply perfumed nose and in the mouth. Weighty and broad,
with a hint of bitter citrus zest adding lift and focus to the back half. Shows
an intriguing note of orange gelato on the chewy finish, which lingers with
excellent tenacity and subtle florality. I like the blend of power and finesse
here”. – JR
NV Blanc de Noirs (6x750ml)
759784
● 92 Points, Vinous (Jan 2015)
“(100% Pinot Noir; 8 g/l dosage; disgorged in January, 2014): Extremely pale onion
skin color. A powerfully scented bouquet evokes ripe strawberry, blood
orange, peppery spices and fresh flowers. Round and expansive on the
palate, offering intense red berry and citrus pith flavors that spread out on
the back half. A sexy rose pastille nuance comes up on the finish, which
lingers with outstanding clarity and persistence”. – JR
2005 Millésime (6x750ml)
759785
Wonderful gold colour with silver glints and perfect clarity and shine. The
nose is open and full; powerful and soft at the same time! Aromas of citrus
fruits and white flowers emerge. In the mouth, its initial boldness develops
into a salty character. An excellent vintage cuvée!
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QUILCEDA CREEK

Washington

Founded in 1978 with it’s first vintage released in 1979, Quilceda Creek Vintners
has earned some of the highest reviews and awards of any winery in the
United States. The Cabernet Sauvignon is the only American wine from
outside of California to earn four perfect 100-point score reviews from wine
critic, Robert Parker. In 2006, Quilceda Creek Cabernet Sauvignon was named
the #2 Wine of Year by Wine Spectator.
Columbia Valley
Quilcedacreek.com

Allocated 2012 Columbia Valley Red
760428
● 93 Points, Wine Advocate (Jun 2015)
“A smoking effort that shows the beauty of the 2012 vintage, Golitzin's 2012
CVR Colombia Valley Red Wine is made from a declassified blend of most
Cabernet Sauvignon, with smaller parts Merlot and Malbec. It's offers a
brilliant, almost Bordeaux-like, bouquet of sweet cassis, lead pencil
shavings, graphite and hints of toast that flows to a full-bodied, layered,
seamless Cabernet that has integrated acidity, sweet tannin and a great
finish that doesn't lack for richness or persistence. Already hard to resist, it
will nevertheless continue to drink nicely for another decade or more”.
*2013 Columbia Valley Red
760428
● 92 Points, Wine Advocate (May 2016)
“Always a terrific value, the 2013 Cvr Columbia Valley Red Wine is a medium
to full-bodied, ripe, sexy 2013 that has tons of plums, licorice, lead pencil
shavings and spice to go with a rounded texture, ripe tannin and a great
finish. Drink it over the coming decade”.
*The 2013 vintage will be held until the 2012 vintage is depleted.
Allocated 2013 Palengat Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon
784814
● 94 Points, Wine Advocate (May 2016)
More Merlot dominated in 2013 (they plan to move this back to a more
Cabernet Sauvignon dominated blend in the future), the 2013 Palengat
Vineyard is another terrific 2013 that makes the most of vintage. Sexy,
voluptuous and rounded, with no hard edges, it gives up classic notes of
plums, graphite and licorice in its full-bodied, mouth-filling and impossible
to resist style. While I’d happily drink a glass (or three) today, it will drink
well for another 10-15 years.
Allocated 2013 Galitzine Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon
784815
● 98 Points, Wine Advocate (May 2016)
An utterly prodigious effort that would most likely be the wine of the
vintage if not for its big brother, the 2013 Cabernet Sauvignon Galitzine
Vineyard comes all from Red Mountain and was raised in 100% new French
oak. Revealing a healthy ruby/purple color and classic notes of sage brush,
graphite, black cherries, currants and chocolate, it hits the palate with fullbodied richness; building, present, yet ripe and polished tannin; perfect
integration of its fruit, alcohol and oak; and awesome length. This is a
powerhouse Cabernet Sauvignon that still holds onto a sense of elegance
and finesse. Forget it for 4-5 years and drink bottles over the following two
decades.
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WOODWARD CANYON

Walla Walla, Columbia Valley
Woodwardcanyon.com

Washington

Woodward Canyon was started in 1981 by Rick Small and his wife, Darcey
Fugman-Small. Since that time, the winery has consistently produced
premium, award-winning cabernet sauvignons and merlots as well as
barrel-fermented chardonnays. Early on Rick determined that quality would
take precedence over quantity. Consequently, Woodward Canyon has
remained small, increasing its production from 1,200 cases in 1981 to our
current production of about 13,500 cases.

2013 Chardonnay, Washington
434266
● 91 Points, Wine Advocate (Jun 2015)
● 92 Points, Wine Spectator (Jun 2015)
“Vibrant, with flickers of lemon curd and guava glistening around the core of
pear and pineapple fruit, coming together seamlessly on the expressive
finish”. – HS
2013 Merlot, Columbia Valley
434282
● 90 Points, Wine Spectator (Jul 2016)
● 93 Points, “Editor’s Choice”, Wine Enthusiast (Sep 2015)
“Woodspice and vanillin are out in front on the aromas followed by mocha,
raspberry and dark fruit. The palate brings lush, concentrated flavors and a
lingering finish. It drinks beautifully now but should have a long life ahead of
it”.
2013 Artist Series Cabernet Sauvignon
452011
● 92 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Mar 2016)
“The variety quickly announces itself with aromas of dark cherry and dried
herbs followed by generous barrel accents. The black-fruit flavors are rich
but maintain balance, with a persistence that impresses”.
Allocated 2012/2013 “Old Vines” Cabernet Sauvignon
434290
● 94 Points, “Cellar Selection”, Wine Enthusiast (Jul 2015) (2012 vintage)
● 95 Points, Wine Advocate (Jun 2015) (2012 vintage)
“The biggest, most rich, mineral-laced and massive wine in the portfolio, the
2012 Cabernet Sauvignon Old Vines gives up lots of currants, charcoal,
smoke earth and chocolate to go with a full-bodied, concentrated,
structured and backward profile. This has lots of oak, lots of tannin, and
lots of potential, but it should only be purchased by patient consumers.
Give it 5-7 years and enjoy bottles over the following two decades. This is
91% Cabernet Sauvignon and 9% Petit Verdot, mostly from the crème de la
crème Champoux Vineyard, which spent 21 months in 100% new French oak.
It’s up with the top wines of the vintage and readers looking for a classic,
serious and age-worthy Bordeaux blend from Washington need look no
further”. – JD
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WOODWARD CANYON (cont.)

Walla Walla, Columbia Valley
Woodwardcanyon.com

Washington

NELMS ROAD
In 1998, Woodward Canyon began producing wines under its second label,
Nelms Road. Nelms Road offers merlot and cabernet sauvignon from
Walla Walla Valley and Washington State grapes. It was developed to
produce delicious and affordable red wine from young vineyards or
declassified Woodward Canyon Winery production.
2014 Cabernet Sauvignon
743460
● 89 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Jul 2016)
“Herb, black currant, blackberry and vanilla aromas followed by sweet
plump dark cherry and coffee flavors with a squeeze of tannins. It provides
a lot of immediate appeal”.
2014 Merlot
705052
The very warm 2014 vintage gave beautifully ripe yet balanced fruit with deep
flavors of black cherry, herb and baking spice. Complex aromas of roasted
meat, black olive and tobacco integrate, leading to a soft generous finish.
The wine is dark purple in color and though it was bottled early to retain
fruit, is quite enjoyable now. This merlot will improve substantially with
additional time in bottle and with proper storage should age well for five
years or more.
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ACCADEMIA DEGLI ACQUAVITAI

Italy

The Accademia degli Acquavitai (Academy of spirit distillers) was a prestigious
trade school in Venice that between 1600 and 1800 used to teach the craft of
distillation. With this brand name Distilleria Bottega revives a four-centurylong tradition. The same historical background supports the Accademia dei
Vinattieri brand (Academy of wine makers), boasting a selection of fine quality
wines.
Veneto
Accademiaacquavitai.it

Bitter (6x500ml)
755766
This alcoholic aperitif is created by infusing bitter herbs, aromatic plants and
fruits into alcohol. It is drunk diluted with soda or tonic water and with a slice
of orange. It is used to prepare many cocktails and can be perfectly mixed
with fruit juices, especially orange and grapefruit.
Limoncello (6x700ml)
755769
This Limoncello is made from the peel of Sicilian lemons which is alcohol
infused. The addition of the highest quality Veneto grappa makes it a sweet
and fragrant liquor. Sweet, full, and juicy with hints of citrus.
Amaretto (6x1L)
755767
The Amaretto, which dates back to the 16th century, is a very traditional
liqueur of the Northern part of Italy. It is obtained by the infusion of bitter
almonds into alcohol, from which its unmistakable taste comes from. Best
drunk undiluted or with ice.
Grappa Moscato (6x700ml)
755764
Crystal clear in colour, a nose of pears, fresh fruit and medicinal herbs.
Slight sweet fruit on palate that make it attractive with a round mouthfeel.
Grappa Prosecco (6x700ml)
755760
Crystal clear in colour, a nose of fresh fruit and apples. On the palate soft
and slightly peppery with a persistent flavour of fresh fruit.
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BALSAM AMARO

Pennsylvania

Balsam Amaro Americano (12x375ml)

773397

Bottled at 88 proof in a hand-dipped 375 ml bottle, BALSAM AMARO®
combines the world class botanical sourcing of Rodrick Markus of Rare Tea
Cellar, the formulation and mixology expertise of HUM Spirits creator and
founder Adam Seger CCP, and the alchemy of Master Distiller Barry Young
of Boyd & Blair Potato Vodka®, the worlds highest rated vodka by the
acclaimed spirits guru F. Paul Pacult.
With a base of Champagne yeast-fermented Pennsylvania potatoes copper
pot distilled to 151 proof, and filtered through coconut shell charcoal, this
luxuriously smooth and powerful canvas is infused with a propriety blend of
Rare Tea Cellar Pu-ehr teas, dried fruits, exotic citrus, whole spices,
wormwood and European roots & herbs traditional to 18th Century vermouth
formulations.
It is balanced with raw cane sugar so that when added 1 part BALSAM
AMARO® to 3 parts wine, the result is a Wormwood based sweet vermouth
with the bittersweet structure to make a classic Manhattan, Negroni or
Americano cocktail.
Think of BALSAM AMARO® as everything that is in a fine Italian sweet
vermouth, except for the wine.
It is also exceptional with soda and a twist before dinner, on the rocks after
dinner, or superb when 3/4 oz. of chilled BALSAM AMARO® is added to a flute
of bubbly. Think “Instant Champagne Cocktail.”
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BLACKWATER DISTILLERY

Ireland

Blackwater Distillery is situated on the banks of the Blackwater River, just
outside Cappoquin in beautiful West Waterford. With an abundance of clean
air, fresh water and plump barley, it’s the perfect setting for Ireland’s first
craft whisky and gin distillery.

Blackwater No.5 Gin (6x500ml)
782706
A fragrant nose with hints of pine, a walk in the country? Good firm juniper up
front, yielding to a spicy middle. This is a big gin that develops over time. Hints
of orange pay off with a wonderful rumble of marmalade.

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

West Waterford
Blackwaterdistillery.ie
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BOYD & BLAIR

Pennsylvania

Boyd & Blair Potato Vodka (6x750ml)

761296

★★★★★ / Highest Recommendation
Pennsylvania
Boydandblair.com

Three-time Ranked Best Vodka of 120 Top Spirits in the World
“Entry is nothing short of luscious…So sumptuous and tasty that it’s
spectacular tasted neat. Awesome achievement!”
- F. Paul Pacult, Spirit Journal Special Edition, 6/11, 6/12 & 6/13
Boyd & Blair is made only from locally grown potatoes. Why potatoes? For
one, they yield a slightly sweeter vodka. For two, only a classic vodka is
made from potatoes. Sure, they cost more than grains but if you want to
make a great vodka, you spare no expense. Boyd & Blair believe quality, not
quantity, is the key to making great vodka. That’s why they make every
single batch by hand, literally. They use no computers and no automation.
From creating their own mash to sealing and signing every bottle, they do it
all. The result is a classic vodka meant to be savored one sip at a time.
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DAFFY’S

Scotland
Daffy’s Small Batch Premium Gin (6x700ml)

783672

● Gold, International Wine & Spirit Competition 2015

Daffy’s is a gin like no other, created from the finest grain spirit, distilled in an
ancient copper pot whisky still, with Lebanese mint and the finest
botanicals. Bottled with Scottish water to create a gin that is classic,
complex, perfectly balanced and fresh with a world of intrigue.
Nose – Fresh citrus, spice, toffee and full of life. Oriental pine forest by the
sea with a breathtaking view.
Palate – Smooth and vibrant spice with oaky mouthfeel, leading to lively
citrus and Lebanese mint then to red fruit followed by juniper.
Daffygin.com

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

Finish – From the depth of fine juniper & Lebanese mint to a long, buttery,
warm & elegant finish – enchanting to the end.
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GLEN SCOTIA

Scotland

In the Victorian age, Campbeltown was known as the Whisky Capital of the
World - One of the five distinctive malt producing regions of Scotland. As the
distilleries declined, Campbeltown Whisky became very rare. Glen Scotia is a
fine example of this historic style, and now as we introduce an extended
range, it is about to be discovered by a new generation.

CAMPBELTOWN

Lochlomondgroup.com

Glen Scotia Double Cask (6x750ml)
774973
● Winner - Best Campbeltown Single Malt - 2016 World Whiskies Awards
● Gold - Campbeltown Single Malt No Age Statement - 2016 World Whiskies
Awards
● 84 Points, Whisky Advocate (Fall 2015)
“This relatively youthful whisky was matured in bourbon barrels, before a
period in Pedro Ximénez sherry casks. Sweet, red berry notes on the nose,
with slightly smoky vanilla and caramel. Voluptuous in the mouth, with
spicy, rich sherry notes, sultanas, and ginger. Spicy sea salt and lingering
sherry in the finish”. – GS
Glen Scotia 15 Year Old (6x750ml)
774976
● Gold - Campbeltown Single Malt 13 to 20 Years - 2016 World Whiskies
Awards
● 86 Points, Whisky Advocate (Fall 2015)
“This 15 year old has been fully matured in bourbon casks. Relatively reticent
on the nose, with light vanilla. Becoming more aromatic and spicy, with
tinned apricots in syrup. Medium-bodied, relatively dry, with ginger, oak, and
cloves, before a touch of milk chocolate appears. The chocolate darkens.
Aniseed and perpetual spice”. – GS
Glen Scotia Victoriana (6x750ml)
774969
● Double Gold - San Francisco World Spirits Competition 2016
● 87 Points, Whisky Advocate (Fall 2015)
“The most expensive of Glen Scotia’s new trio has been finished in deeplycharred barrels and bottled non-chill filtered at cask strength. Soft and
sweet on the nose, with peaches, fudge, and a hint of oak. Full-bodied and
slightly oily on the palate, with wood spices, vanilla, and blackberries.
Smoky ginger and lively char in the the lengthy finish”. – GS
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HIGH COMMISSIONER

Scotland

High Commissioner Blended Whisky
774990
A blend selected from our finest grain and malt whiskies, High
Commissioner has flavours of soft fruits, peach, pear and chewy caramel.
Sweet and fruity with notes of malted barley, overlaid with a touch of peat.
Well balanced and complex with a long smooth warming finish.
Lochlomondgroup.com
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INCHMURRIN

Scotland

Distilled and matured at Loch Lomond Distillery and named after the largest
island within Loch Lomond’s freshwater Loch. A delicate whisky from master
distiller John Peterson’s modified Loch Lomond still patiently matured in
premium de-charred and re-charred bourbon casks.

Lochlomondgroup.com

Inchmurrin 15 Year Old (6x700ml)
● 86 Points, Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible 2014

753979
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JACK RYAN WHISKEY CO.

Ireland

The quality and tradition of Ryan’s Malt – now the stuff of legend – is revived
and carried forward by the Ryan family of the Beggars Bush, through the Jack
Ryan Whiskey Company’s portfolio - limited batches of premium single malt
Irish whiskey.

Jackryanwhiskey.com

Jack Ryan 12 Year Old (6x700ml)
782023
● 85 Points, Whisky Advocate – Spring 2016
“The Ryan family has been running the Beggars Bush pub in Dublin since 1913,
and historically they bottled their own whiskey. This is enticingly sweet from
the bourbon wood, with taffy candy, vanilla cream, and peeled orange. The
warm, fruity flavours encompass sweet orange, lime, and pineapple before a
wave of honey and maltiness rides in with an undercurrent of Kendal mint
cake, though the fruit persists. Satellites of citrus around drying oak make
the finish. Solid, composed, and decent”. – JM

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

Allocated Jack Ryan 15 Year Old (6x700ml)
782024
ETA November 2016 Deep gold in colour with smooth power and full flavours. Instant citrus hits
the nose followed by sherry with honey and cream harmony. The second sip
reveals more fruit, nuts and bourbon oak maturity and fresh apricots. Spicy
and smooth to finish.
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LOCH LOMOND

Lochlomondgroup.com

Scotland

Nestling by the bonnie banks of Loch Lomond this Scotch whisky distillery
takes its name and its exquisitely pure water from this most picturesque
and celebrated of all Scotland’s lochs. Loch Lomond, arguably the Scotch
whisky with the best name, is one of a small, select number of distilleries
to have been licensed by the UK Soil Association to distill organic whisky.
Loch Lomond is also one of few distilleries to have its own cooperage. A
distillery with the potential to become a future giant of the whisky industry!

Scotch Whiskies Blended
Single Highland Blended Whisky – Red Label (12x700ml)
753297
● 89 Points, Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible 2012
“Beautiful balance: delicate with a simmering weightiness. Mainly grain
apparent, but the malt chips in sweetly; excellent double thrust of
crispness and velvety yield. Again the grains lead the way with toffee not
far behind but the malt offers soft, barley-sharp contours; vanilla and
caramel but so clean; a fabulously improved blend: now clean and precise
and though malt is seemingly at a premium , a fine interplay”.
Organic 12 Year Old Single Blend (6x700ml)
760030
One of the oldest Organic Scotch whiskies in the market. This is a single
“blend” in that both the grain and the malt were distilled under the roof of
the same distillery, making this a whisky that cannot be replicated
elsewhere! Bottled at 46% alc./vol. and non chill filtered to preserve the
full essence of the original spirit and its time in barrel.

Scotch Whiskies Single Malt
Loch Lomond 18 Year Old Black Label (6x700ml)

753291

Loch Lomond Organic 12 Year Old (6x700ml)

760029
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LOCH LOMOND (cont.)

Scotland

Loch Lomond Reserve Blended Whisky

774980

Loch Lomond Signature Blended Whisky (6x750ml)

774986

Loch Lomond Original Single Malt (6x750ml)

774996

Lochlomondgroup.com
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LORENZO INGA SELECTION

Mygrappa.it

Italy

LORENZO INGA, belongs to the youngest generation of the Inga family,
which has been producing grappa since 1832. Lorenzo personally supervises
the production from beginning to end. Starting with the harvest, he chooses
the grapes, and accepts only the freshest pressings for the grappas which
bear his name. He then follows, in meticulous detail, the distillation which
produces MY GRAPPA, Lorenzo Inga Selection, the perfect marriage of
delicacy, fruitiness and aroma.
My Limoncello (6x500ml)
768968
Produced from the best lemon peels and juices from Sicily, My Limoncello
is delicious drunk frozen, like vodkas, poured into ice creams or used to
prepare delicious sorbettos.
My Sambuca (6x500ml)
768965
My Sambuca is an original Sicilian liqueur made from 100% natural ingredients.
A pure star anise distillate produces this Sambuca’s signature licorice
flavours. Enjoy My Sambuca straight, with the traditional three coffee
beans, or in your espresso cup after you have finished your coffee. It also
adds another dimension to flambé and dessert reductions!
Amaro Mio (6x500ml)
768957
A velvety and harmonious digestive made from a perfect blend of more than
30 herbs, roots and barks. Drink Amaro Mio straight to get the most out of its
digestive properties and on the rocks as an aperitif; pour Amaro Mio over
vanilla ice-cream or add a dash to your espresso.
Amaretto (6x700ml)
768966
The Italian Inga family have been producing superior liqueurs since 1832. This
premium amaretto liqueur was originally produced in the town of Gavi which
is also famous for the amaretti biscuits that have been made there for
generations. The Inga family took inspiration from these mouth-watering
biscuits, based the liqueur on the traditional recipes, but improved on it by
using Sicilian almond extracts from their homeland and incorporated other
secret ingredients. Smooth, sweet toasted almonds, hints of caramel with a
vanilla and black cherry finish.
Nonno Tano Fruit Amaretto (6x700ml)
768967
Nonno Tano is the original fruit amaretto, lovingly named by the Inga family
after a special grandfather. Inspired by the Caribbean and originally created
as Golden Amaretto di Libarna by Elio Inga in the 1970s this relaunched liqueur
is a magical blend of traditional amaretto and a medley of ripe
Mediterranean orchard fruits. Try it straight, over ice, with lemonade or even
as a fruity addition to Italian deserts. Hints of apricot and peach followed by
vanilla and a robust almond finish!
Rotweisser Herbal Liqueur (6x700ml)
768958
The first and only Absinth Infused herbal liqueur. Rotweisser was originally
produced by Gaeteno Inga during World War II and is best enjoyed ice cold as
a digestif, as an ice cold shot and in cocktails.
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LORENZO INGA SELECTION (cont.)

Mygrappa.it

Italy

My Grappa Barbaresco (6x500ml)
768960
42% alc./vol. Varietal: Nebbiolo grapes cultivated in the DOCG areas of
Barbaresco, Treiso and Neive villages, Cuneo, Piedmont. Intense floral notes
with a touch of spice finishing fully dry.
My Grappa Barbera (6x500ml)
768961
42% alc./vol. Varietal: Barbera grapes from Monferrato and Asti areas,
Piedmont. Aromas of black tea, dried peach and hints of wild berries.
My Grappa Müller Thurgau (6x500ml)
768962
42% alc./vol. Varietal: Muller Thurgau from Trentino Alto Adige. Golden
apple and apricot on the nose with floral notes and bitter almonds to
follow.
Amarone Grappa (6x700ml)
768963
45% alc./vol. This grappa is obtained from pressings (uve passite over wood
hurdles), coming from Corvina, Molinara, and Rondinell grapes from
Valpolicella areas. It is originally aged in large French oak casks and finished
in small oak barrels from Limousin. Amber in colour with a vanilla and fruit
based nose. Intense flavours of dried grapes, vanilla, red fruit and a touch of
cinnamon.
Barolo Grappa (6x700ml)
768964
45% alc./vol. This grappa is distilled from pressings of Nebbiolo grapes of the
most popular vineyards located in the areas of Barolo, Barbaresco and Alba,
in Piedmont. Aged in traditional large oak casks and then refined in smaller
French oak barrels. Lighter in colour to the Amarone grappa but showing
similar vanilla flavours accented with dried fig and spice ending with a touch
more tannin on the palate.
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OSOCALIS DISTILLERY

Soquel
Osocalis.com

California

Osocalis is an artisanal distillery in Soquel, California part of the greater
Santa Cruz area. The name Osocalis is the original Native American name
for Soquel. We use a small (100 gallon) antique alambic Charentais still,
imported from Cognac, to produce brandies using grapes and apples from
the cooler coastal regions of California. We strive to produce products that
have the length, elegance and finesse of Old World brandies, such as
Cognac and Calvados, but with the fruit intensity and structure of California
wines. Osocalis's small production team is headed by Daniel Farber and Jeff
Emery. Distiller Dan Farber has been involved in brandy production since the
mid 1980's, studying in Cognac and other brandy producing regions around the
world. Winemaker Jeff Emery has been making wines for Santa Cruz
Mountain Vineyard since 1979 and now heads the winemaking team for
Osocalis..
Rare Brandy (6x750ml)
768299
“★★★★ / Highly Recommended” – F. Paul Pacult of Spirit Journal
Our Rare Alambic brandy is blended from brandies distilled from several
varietals with emphasis on Pinot Noir, Semillon and Colombard. The Rare is
blended to show the richness, fruit and floral qualities of California Alambic
Brandies and the base of the more precocious Pinot Noir provides a strong,
youthful platform on which to ground the blend. The Blend consists mostly
of youthful brandies of approximately 6 years in barrel but also includes
older stocks to add finesse and structure.
Apple Brandy (6x750ml)
768301
“★★★ / Recommended” – F. Paul Pacult of Spirit Journal
Our Apple Brandy is produced from over a dozen varieties of apples all
grown in the cool coastal mountains of Northern California. While our base
cider is more reminiscent of the ciders from the Basque coast, we use the
traditional French distillation and aging techniques of Calvados. It takes
almost a decade in barrel to soften and bring forth the apple character so
loved on the French Atlantic coast. Our apple brandy has taught us
patience, but after 15 years of waiting, we finally released our first bottling in
2010.
XO Brandy (6x750ml)
768300
“★★★★ / Highly Recommended” – F. Paul Pacult of Spirit Journal
From older stocks of Colombard, Chenin Blanc, Semillon and Pinot Noir. For
us, the brandies of Colombard from California have fantastic finesse and
show the true potential of California Alambic brandies. However unlike the
precocious Pinot Noir, Colombard takes decades to show its full potential.
Thus, our XO is blended from brandies that have been in barrel for decades.
Our XO shows the rich development of Rancio with hints of orange peel,
dried apricots, walnuts, cacao and a rich leatheriness.
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PANAREA ISLAND GIN

Italy

Panarea Island Gin (6x700ml)

779305

We chose to honour the Inga family’s rich Sicilian heritage when naming our
Gin. Panarea is a tiny island paradise, which is close to our own hearts and
the pearl of the Eolie Islands.
Inspired by our own fond memories of Panarea we created an Italian premium
botanical Gin which carries hints of juniper, myrtle berries, fresh citrus and
other secret botanicals.

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

The premium 44% alcohol level with maintain the fresh fragrances when
preparing fashionable cocktails and long drinks.
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SPEYSIDE DISTILLERS

Speysidedistillery.co.uk

Scotland

Speyside Distillery, nestled within the magnificent Cairngorm Mountains is
widely acknowledged as being the prettiest of all Scotland’s distilleries.
Originally a barley mill and croft dating back to the 1700’s, it finally closed in
1965. Over the next 25 years it was slowly and lovingly converted into a single
malt distillery, which then started producing spirit on Christmas Day 1990. The
distillery draws it’s water from the Spey River tributary …. The River Tromie
using the old mill lade, which originally ran the waterwheel that powered
the old mill. The small boutique distillery is nurtured by a passionate and
highly experienced team of highly skilled craftsmen dedicated to crafting
the highest quality spirit in each and every single drop. The whisky lovingly
created is a light, delicate and characterful single malt Scotch whisky
unmatched in the industry.

Black Burn Single Malt (12x700ml)
769488
A no age statement expression from the Speyside region. Fresh and sweet
on the nose, Sherry influenced notes, with hints of vanilla, caramel dried
fruit. The whisky has a light and sweet flavour, with notes of vanilla, fresh
citrus and fruit preserves that merge well to provide an uncomplicated,
accessible, easy drinking whisky.
Spey Tenné (6x700ml)
769491
● 90 Points, Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible 2015
Using freshly emptied Tawny Port casks from a small family run winery,
Quinto do Filoco, this is a multi-vintage bottling with a minimum age of 8
years old. Initially aged in Bourbon casks, this bottling has been finished in
the Tawny Port casks for 6 months. The colour and the subtle flavour of the
Port melds with the whisky giving a single malt with youth and character. A
limited release of 18,000 bottles.
Spey 12 Year Old (6x700ml)
769490
● 85.5 Points, Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible 2015
This is a classic 12 year old Speyside. Having spent most of its life in Bourbon
cask this bottling has spent 6 months in new oak from specially
reconditioned barrels. The new oak lends colour and flavours of oak and
vanilla to give a smooth and rounded dram typical from its region of
production. A limited release of 8,000 bottles.
Allocated Spey 18 Year Old (6x700ml)
769492
Selected from some of the oldest stock in our warehouses, this bottling
has been selected from sherry butts. The long aging has given this bottling a
smooth and mellow texture with big, mouth filling, flavours and a long
harmonious finish. A very limited release of 1,500 bottles.
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SUTCLIFFE & SON

Scotland

A series of significant small batch Scotch Whiskies created by Don
Sutcliffe, managing director of Craft Distillers and 35-year veteran of
distilled spirits marketing, in collaboration with Willie Phillips, for 23 years
managing director of The Macallan.
While others blend to produce year-in, year-out consistency, each edition of
The Exceptional will offer a Whisky that is authentically individual, selected
from several different distilleries, each barrel chosen for its distinctive &
memorable characteristics; every release will be possessed of its own
qualitative and stylistic distinction.
Craftdistillers.com

Now Available

NEW SUPPLIER

Allocated The Exceptional Blend 1st Edition (6x750ml)
781689
Mature grain whiskey from North British, Strathclyde, and Cameron Bridge
distilleries blended with selected barrels of aged, malt whisky from 11
distilleries, including a 30-year-old Macallan. Deep and layered complexity.
Initial nose is all crème caramel and orange marmalade, evolving on the
palate to include wild strawberry and vanilla cream. The finish is long and
lingering with notes of shortbread, orange peel and a whisper of herbal mint.
Allocated The Exceptional Grain 3rd Edition (6x750ml)
781687
A blend of remarkable aged grain whiskies, including a barrel of 30-year-old
from the Carsebridge Distillery, long since closed. Blended by Willie Phillips,
formerly of The Macallan; finished in first-fill sherry casks. Subtle, elegant,
authentically individual, with great structure.
First nosing suggests lemon meringue and toffee apple, followed by apple,
cinnamon, cranberry and tablet on the palate. The finish is long and lingering
with notes of apple pie, cream and butterscotch.
Allocated The Exceptional Malt 2nd Edition (6x750ml)
781688
A carefully selected assemblage of fully mature and very interesting
Scotch malt whiskies: a 16-year-old Ben Nevis, a first-fill sherry butt of
Glenburgie, a vatted barrel of Balvenie, Kininvie, & Glenfiddich, a 13-year-old
Speyside, a 25-year-old Speyburn, and a 30-year-old Macallan. Blended for
further aging into first-fill Oloroso sherry casks, this second release of THE
EXCEPTIONAL MALT is beautifully fruited and complex, with an
extraordinary finish.
Opening nose and palate are effusive with honeyed Christmas cake,
tangerine, dark cherry and aniseed. The mid palate evolves into raspberry
crumble with intriguing notes of tarragon and spice. The finish lingers with
notes of sherry, toffee cream and a returning hint of anise.
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MAGNUMS & MORE
2012 Cabernet Sauvignon, Columbia Valley (6x1.5L)
● 91 Points, Wine Advocate (Jun 2015)
● 92 Points, Vinous (Nov 2015)
● 93 Points, “Editors’ Choice”, Wine Enthusiast (Jun 2014)

757740

NV Prosecco Blue (4x1.5L)

765400

NV Brut Intense (3x1.5l)
760093
NV Brut Intense (1x3l)
760094
● 91 Points, Wine Spectator (Nov 2015)
● 91 Points, Vinous (Jan 2015)
“(40% Chardonnay, 30% Pinot Noir and 30% Pinot Meunier; L 13 04209 25 10): Pale
gold. Fresh pear, tangerine and buttered toast on the mineral-accented
nose. Fleshy but focused on the palate, offering juicy citrus and orchard
fruit flavors, plus a hint of white pepper that adds back-end lift and cut”.

2012 Phantom (1x3L)
● 92 Points, “Best Buy”, Tastings.com (Sep 2015)

759276

2008, 2009, 2010 Le Cigare Volant Mixed Case (6x1.5L)
758396
A fantastic way to start your Magnum vertical. Two 1.5 litre bottles each of
the 2008, 2009 and 2010 vintages.
• 2008 – 89 Points, Wine Spectator
• 2009 – 92 Points, Wine Enthusiast
• 2010 – 90 Points, Wine Enthusiast
A must have for any burgeoning cellar or adventurous on premise list!

2015 Ventoux Le Retour Rosé (6x1.5L)

764024
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MAGNUMS & MORE (cont.)
2013 Châteauneuf-du-Pape (6x1.5L)
● 90 Points, Vinous (Apr 2016)

782945

2012 Vineyard Selection Cabernet Sauvignon (6x1.5L)

765747

2010 Estate Cabernet Sauvignon (6x1.5L)
● 90 Points, Wine Spectator (Nov 2013)
● 90 Points, Vinous (Nov/Dec 2013)

764553

2009 Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon (6x1.5L)

764555

2006 Merlot, Rutherford Napa Valley (6x1.5L)

704493

2012 Cabernet Sauvignon, Estate Grown (6x1.5L)
● 93 Points, Wine & Spirits (Dec 2014)
● 93 Points, Vinous (Aug 2015)

704490

2011 Cabernet Sauvignon (6x1.5L)
753922
● 91 Points, James Suckling (May 2014)
“Subtle and fruity with refined tannins and a delicate finish. This is mediumbodied, with polished, silky tannins and a fresh finish. Always among the best
value in outstanding, drinkable Napa Valley cabernet”. – JS

2013 Artist Series Cabernet Sauvignon (6x1.5L)
● 92 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Mar 2016)

464024

Allocated 2013 “Old Vines” Cabernet Sauvignon
● 94 Points, “Cellar Selection”, Wine Enthusiast (Mar 2016)

764171
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HALF BOTTLES
NV Brut Intense (12x375ml)
● 91 Points, Wine Spectator (Mar 2014)
● 91 Points, Vinous (Jan 2015)

760092

2010 Le Cigare Volant (12x375ml)
707676
● 90 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Nov 2014)
“Distinct crushed lava rock aromas meet with dust, cinnamon, cola and Dr
Pepper on this blend of 28% Syrah, 22% Grenache, 17% Cinsault, 17% Mourvèdre
and 16% Carignane. Light red fruits of cranberry and slight strawberry show
on the palate that dives into serious tannins quickly”. - MK

2012 Chardonnay NE VQA (12x375ml)

767920

2013 Riesling NP VQA (12x375ml)

767580

2012 Pinot Noir NE VQA (12x375ml)

767579

2015 Sauvignon Blanc, Napa Valley (12x375ml)
● 90 Points, Wine & Spirits (Jun 2016)

703667

2013 Zinfandel, Napa Valley (12x375ml)
● 91 Points, Vinous (Oct 2015)

705318

2013 Artist Series Cabernet Sauvignon (12x375ml)
● 92 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Mar 2016)

736556
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DESSERT & FORTIFIED WINES

BIRICHINO
WINES • SANTA CRUZ

2012/2014 Muscat Canelli (12x375ml)

759178

Exotic aromas of nectarine, honeysuckle and mandarin zest; this gloriously
sweet, exotically fragrant, extravagantly concentrated and complex
nectar hails from a decades-old planting on California's Central Coast.

2013 Petite Sirah Port (12x500ml)
750399
Soft and succulent, rich and ripe, this Port overflows with decadent dark
cherry, cocoa and pipe tobacco on the nose. Expressive and enticing, the
dark fruit of black raspberries and elderberries seduces your palate and
leads to touches of chocolate and caramel on the finish. Port ages wisely,
and this bottle will be enjoyable for the next 20 years

2013 Riesling Indian Summer Late Harvest VQA (12x375ml)
337907
● 90 Points, Wine Enthusiast (Web Only 2015)
“Peach, apricot and floral aromas and flavors highlight this delicate, off-dry
white, with accents of lanolin, grapefruit and white pepper adding depth.
Fine, mouthwatering finish. Drink now through 2018”.
2014 Riesling Ice Wine, Niagara Peninsula VQA (12x375ml)
403360
Aromas of cinnamon, dried apple, honey and dried apricots, with notes of
caramelized brown sugar in behind; the palate begins with an arresting kick
of acidity, giving way to big, unctuous flavours of pear preserve and baked
apple and a luscious marmalade/allspice finish; a crisp seam of acidity
brings lustre and shine throughout.
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